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Foreword
Andrew Merriam
Chair of the Review Group

Animal welfare is important at every
level of British Horseracing. As the
regulator of the sport in Great Britain,
the British Horseracing Authority
works hard to ensure racing’s
continued health and successful
development. The safety and
welfare of horses and their riders is
central to this.
Racing is a part of Britain’s rich
cultural heritage. The figures are
hugely impressive; 5.8 million people
attended race meetings in 2010,
making our sport the second most
attended in Britain after football.
Britain leads the world when it comes
to providing first-class Racing, and it
should continue to lead the world in its
equine welfare standards.
The measures set out in this review are
designed to ensure British Horseracing
continues to lead the world when it

comes to the safety and welfare of both
human and equine participants.
The Authority has undertaken a
comprehensive and careful review
of the use of the whip in British
Horseracing. The Review Group which
I have chaired has consulted widely
within Racing, with animal welfare
organisations, and with participants of
other equine sports.
We find that there is a legitimate role
for the whip in Racing, and that with
appropriate design and controls on
use, it does not compromise the
welfare of horses during a race. Our
assessment of the current state of
scientific knowledge supports this
approach, albeit that this information is
relatively limited.

research – that there are a wide range
of views on the acceptability of such
whip use. Therefore more needs to
be done to explain why the whip is
needed, its effect on horses, the type
of whip permitted and controls on
its use. In particular, we recognise
that the Authority’s Rules controlling
whip use must be seen to be credible
and fair to ensure safety and horse
welfare, be proportionate, avoid
unintended consequences and finally
be enforceable and be seen to be
enforced.
The recommendations that the Review
Group has made are firm but fair. We
believe that ultimately they will best
serve human and equine participants in
Racing well, both here in Great Britain
and as an example to others.

We also recognise – and this is
underpinned by our public opinion

	
  

Andrew Merriam, September 2011
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Chairman’s Preface
Paul Roy
Chairman of the British
Horseracing Authority

Responsible regulation is about setting
the right standards and upholding
them rigorously. It is based on sound
evidence and strong principles. It
is also about continually striving to
identify areas where best practice can
be improved.
The British Horseracing Authority’s
Review of the use of the whip in
Racing reflects the approach that
we take to responsible regulation. It
looks very closely at the evidence and
makes clear recommendations for
change that will enhance the sport’s
approach to equine welfare.
This document is the work of a
focussed Review Group that has
consulted widely and considered the
role of the whip in Racing very carefully

over recent months. It also reflects
– and helps take forward – the longterm commitment of the Authority to
constantly uphold the welfare of the
horse in our sport. This is a cause
that all those who love the sport and
wish to see it continue to flourish feel
passionate about.
I am pleased to say that the Authority’s
Board, upon review, has accepted the
recommendations outlined in this report.
Above all, responsible regulation
relies on wide, active participation in
upholding and improving standards.
We look forward to working with all
those involved in British Horseracing
to implement the changes set out in
this Review and ensure that they have
a positive impact on the sport.

Paul Roy, September 2011
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Executive Summary
Overview
Upholding high standards of equine welfare within Racing
is a priority for the British Horseracing Authority (“the
Authority”) and is central to the future of the sport.
The following report, compiled by a Review Group
established specifically for this task by the Authority, has
considered the underlying principles behind the use of the
whip, how it is used in Racing, and how the Authority should
continue to act as a strong, effective regulator in this area.
The Review Group’s considered assessment is that the
use of the whip in Racing – providing strict controls are
effectively enforced – remains appropriate and necessary
for the safety of both jockeys and horses. Use of the whip
to focus and concentrate a horse, and to encourage it to
perform at its best, also remains appropriate providing the
constraints on acceptable use set out in this Review are
observed.
The Review Group considers that the current system of
penalties for those jockeys who breach the Rules of Racing
(“the Rules”) on whip use is not an effective deterrent in
its current form. Too many breaches of the Rules on whip
use are occurring, and the Review Group believes that
the Authority can better incentivise long-term behavioural
change through a wide range of recommendations with this
aim in mind.
Finally, the Review Group is optimistic about the future of
whip use in Racing. Use of the whip is, understandably, a
sensitive issue. The Review Group is confident that, with
continued effective regulation, the use of the whip has a
role to play in ensuring that British Racing continues to lead
the world in the highest standards of animal welfare.

Introduction
•	The Review Group has consulted widely on the use
of the whip in Racing, working with a broad range of
stakeholders including animal welfare organisations,
jockeys, amateur riders, racehorse trainers, equine
veterinarians, racecourse managers, training providers,
the Authority’s Committees, the wider equine
community and the public.

•	The Review Group has also taken into consideration
a range of empirical evidence on: how the whip is
currently being used by jockeys; the science behind
the effects of the whip on horses; the energy absorbing
design of the whip itself; and public opinion research
on the use of the whip.
•	The Review Group has made 19 recommendations
to the Authority’s Board that are designed to ensure
that clear controls on the use of the whip in Racing are
strictly enforced.

Chapter One: Racing’s Approach to Animal
Welfare and the Whip
•	As the regulator for Racing in Great Britain, the
Authority takes its responsibilities in relation to animal
welfare extremely seriously. The Authority believes
that high standards of animal welfare and good
horsemanship are central to the future of the sport. The
Authority is responsible for upholding standards within
the sport and does so through the Rules of Racing and
the Guide to Procedures and Penalties (“the Guide”).
•	Following extensive consultation and based on the
empirical findings set out in this report, the Review
Group considers that, in principle, the use of the
whip in Racing – within strictly enforced controls – is
appropriate and acceptable.
•	The Review Group has set out a definition of
“acceptable use of the whip” in Racing as follows.
Broadly speaking, acceptable use means that the whip
is used either for safety (of both jockey and horse) or
to encourage the horse to perform to its best when in
contention. Strict controls are placed by the Authority
on what type of whip is used, where on a horse it can
be used, how often, and at what stages of a race.

Chapter Two: How the Whip is Currently
Used in Racing
•	The Review Group has analysed statistical data on how
the whip is currently being used in Racing. Key findings
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include that, between January 2004 and April 2011,
0.75% of all performances in Racing resulted in a
contravention of the whip Rules. Racecourse location,
slow going, a close finish and different types of racing
are all factors that affect the likelihood of the whip
Rules being contravened during a race.
•	Based on this analysis, the Review Group’s view is
that the current number of whip offences in Racing
is too high. Actions should be taken by the Authority
as set out in this Review to ensure that behavioural
change takes place throughout the sport to lessen the
occurrence of whip offences.
•	However, whilst acknowledging that too many whip
offences currently occur, the Review Group does
not consider that the use of the whip in general
compromises the welfare of horses during a race. This
is due to the design of the whip used in Racing and
the strict Rules which apply to its use. The Review
Group’s view is that the current use of the whip can be
described as a “welfare issue” rather than a “welfare
problem” – with enforcement being a key factor to
ensure welfare is not compromised.
•	The Review Group considers that the number of times
a jockey may use the whip in either the backhand
or forehand position in a race should be significantly
reduced.

Chapter Three: The Scientific Evidence Base
The Review Group considered a range of scientific
evidence relating to the effects of the whip on horses. The
Review Group found that:
•	The effect of whip use must be viewed in the context of
a horse’s physiological state during a race. Controlled
use of an energy absorbing whip during a race when
a horse is in a physiological state of excitement is
different to using a whip on a resting horse.
•	When used properly, the whip stimulates a horse
and should not cause pain. Inappropriate use of the
whip during a race may be counterproductive and
may not produce a positive response from a horse. A
horse in pain will not perform at its best and is likely to
underperform.
•	Current scientific evidence broadly supports the
Review Group’s view that the use of the whip in Racing
should continue – providing strict controls are enforced

– for safety and encouragement. However, the
evidence is limited in some areas and further research
is needed. The Review Group has recommended that
the Authority continues to support research in this field.

Chapter Four: The Whip - Energy Absorbing
Design
•	The whip currently used in British Horseracing is
designed not to cause pain when used appropriately.
The energy absorbing design of this whip has been
adopted by many other Racing Authorities throughout
the world since its introduction in Britain.
•	The Authority is involved in a number of research
initiatives looking at the effects of this whip design.
The Review Group has recommended that the
Authority continues to support such research and
that new technological innovations be incorporated in
future if they align with the Authority’s commitment to
constantly improve animal welfare in Racing.

Chapter Five: Public Opinion Research
The Review Group commissioned independent public
opinion research from a leading sports research agency,
SMG/YouGov. Their summary of the key findings is:
•	A large proportion of the population – particularly
women and those with no interest in Racing –
instinctively disagree with the use of the whip and think
current penalties are too lenient.
•	However, a fair number of those in disagreement have
a flawed understanding of both when during a race the
whip is allowed to be used, and as to the full range of
safety reasons for which the whip is present.
•	Whilst some in disagreement are very unlikely to
change their views ‘no matter what’, a substantial
number would be open to changing their views –
changes to current practices most likely to encourage
this were found to be:
•	Withholding of the offending jockey’s riding fee and
any prize money percentage
•
Longer bans for offenders
•	If revised Rules were endorsed by welfare organisations
The Review Group has recommended that the Authority
widely publishes the results of this Review, takes further
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steps to maximise understanding as to why the whip is
used within Racing, and continues to track public opinion
on the use of the whip.

Chapter Six: The Penalty System
The Review Group has considered the current system of
penalties (as set out in the Guide) and has made a range of
recommendations for significant change, including that:
•	The entry point Penalty for all whip offences should
be increased significantly, together with increasing the
additional component by which the Stewards arrive at
what they believe to be the appropriate penalty for an
offence. Therefore, that the practice of issuing cautions
for breaches of the whip Rules should be discontinued.

preventative, but there can be a corrective application
through remedial training. The Review Group
considers that both preventative and remedial training
are essential to achieving long-term change in the
behaviour in jockeys and reducing the number of whip
offences which take place each year.
•	The Review Group has recommended that the
Authority, in conjunction with its accepted training
providers, revisits the course content delivered to
Apprentice Jockeys, Conditional Jockeys, and Amateur
Riders at each level of training to ensure proper
consideration is given to developing the most effective
approach to training jockeys in the acceptable and
correct use of the whip.

•	The Review Group has recommended that the current
totting up protocol be discontinued for suspensions
arising out of the breaches of the whip Rules, and
instead the Stewards will consider a jockey’s prior
disciplinary record for whip offences within a rolling
twelve month period in imposing incremental penalties
for the current offence. This would lead to a jockey
who repeatedly breaches the whip Rules being referred
to the Disciplinary Panel at a much earlier stage.
•	A jockey should forfeit any income earned in a race
where he or she is subsequently found to have
contravened the whip Rules resulting in a suspension
of three days or more (before previous breaches are
taken into account).
•	Any jockey who has been referred to, and found to be
in breach by, the Disciplinary Panel for whip related
breaches of the Rules on three occasions should be
required to ‘show cause’ to the Authority as to why
any application for a further jockey’s licence should be
granted.
•	The Authority puts in place a system which will identify
when consideration should be given to refusing a
visiting jockey the privilege of riding in Great Britain
should the jockey’s disciplinary record when riding
in Great Britain be determined by the Authority to be
unacceptable.

Chapter Seven: Jockey Training
•	The Review Group considers that effective training
and education relating to the use of the whip has to sit
alongside any regulatory and penalty framework.
•	The role of training in developing jockeys is primarily
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Introduction

The Review Group
The Review was carried out
under the leadership of the
Stewarding and Disciplinary
Policy Committee with support
from an expert Review Group
consisting of:
Chair: Andrew Merriam
Chairman of the Stewarding and
Disciplinary Policy Committee
Anthony Mildmay-White
Chairman of the Rules
Committee
Jamie Stier
(Working Party Leader)
Director of Raceday Operations
and Regulation
Timothy Morris
Director of Equine Science and
Welfare
Paul Struthers
Head of Communications
William Nunneley
Head of Stewarding
Nigel Macfarlane
Head of Disciplinary
Sara Hay-Jahans
Head of Industry Recruitment
and Training

Background to the Review

Terms of Reference

The British Horseracing Authority (“the
Authority”) has, since November 2010,
been considering the appropriateness
and effectiveness of the current Rules
1
of Racing (“the Rules”) governing the
use of the whip by jockeys in Racing
in Great Britain. This had included the
effectiveness of the current penalty
structure applied by the Authority when
the whip Rules have been breached.

The Authority’s Board, at a meeting
held on 28th April 2011, confirmed
that a comprehensive review into
the use of the whip in Racing would
be undertaken by the Authority. At
a further meeting held on 6th June
2011, the Board approved the Terms
of Reference for the review and the
composition of the Review Group.

An initial discussion between the
Authority, the Professional Jockeys
Association (PJA), and the Royal
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty
to Animals (RSPCA) was held at
Cheltenham Racecourse on 13th
November 2010.
Following the running of the 2011
John Smith’s Grand National at Aintree
Racecourse on 9th April 2011, there
was wide media, public, social media
and racing participant comment on the
manner in which jockey Jason Maguire
had used his whip on the winner,
Ballabriggs, over the concluding stages
of the race. Further commentary on
the use of the whip in Racing in Great
Britain generally has also followed.
That the Authority was already
considering the use of the whip was,
therefore, brought to wider public
attention.
The use of the whip in Racing again
became a focal point following the
manner in which jockey Frankie Dettori
used his whip on Rewilding when
winning the Prince of Wales’s Stakes
run at Royal Ascot on 15th June 2011.

The Terms of Reference for the Review
were: “To review the use of the whip
in Horseracing in Great Britain”.
These terms of reference provide
a deliberately broad scope. The
Authority has reviewed not only the
Rules surrounding the use of the whip,
but also the wider question of whether
its use continues to be acceptable and
appropriate in the sport. A detailed
consideration of this latter point is set
out in Chapter One of this report.

Consultation with
Stakeholders
The Authority has consulted a wide range
of groups as part of this Review including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Animal welfare organisations
Jockeys and amateur riders
Racehorse trainers
Equine veterinarians
Racecourse Managing Executives
Training providers
BHA Committees
The wider equine community
The general public

A full list of consultees is provided in
the ‘Acknowledgements’ section of
this document.

1. http://rules.britishhorseracing.com/
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Consideration was given to written submissions made
to the Authority in relation to the Review, together with
requested written responses from overseas Racing
Authorities detailing the whip Rules and associated penalty
structures in place in their respective jurisdiction.

Finally, in-depth public opinion research was commissioned
by the Authority and conducted by SMG/YouGov, recording
and analysing the views of the general public – as well as
those with an expressed interest in Racing – regarding the
role of the whip.

Research and Analysis
The Review Group considered research materials
gathered in a number of areas of relevance to the Terms of
Reference. First, the Review studied a statistical analysis
of breaches of the whip Rules compiled by the Authority. A
summary of this research is set out in Chapter Two of this
report and the full statistics are reproduced in Annex A.

Next Steps
Drawing on the above consultation process and research,
the Review Group has produced this report, including
a set of clear recommendations for action. These
recommendations were approved in full by the Authority’s
Board at their meeting held on 12th September 2011.

Secondly, the Review considered in detail the current body
of academic studies relating to the use of the whip and its
effect on horses, as well as the design and manufacture
of the whip itself. This aspect of the Review is dealt with in
Chapters Three and Four of this report.

Context: Horseracing in Great Britain
Horseracing is one of Britain’s most popular sports. In addition to its
important place in Britain’s cultural heritage, the sport also plays a vital
economic role across the country.

Key Statistics 2010:
•
    •
    •
    •
    •
    •
    •
    •
    •

60 racecourses across England, Scotland and Wales
1,392 fixtures held (911 flat, 481 jump)
9,566 races held (6,309 flat, 3,257 jump)
92,025 runners in 2010 (60,816 on flat; 31,209 on jumps)
20,123 different horses ran at some point in the year
573 licensed trainers
433 professional jockeys
376 registered amateur riders
Britain is home to 11 out of 20 top flat races in the world

Economic Impact:
    •
    •
    •
    •
    •
    •
    •
    •
    •

5.8 million attendees at race meetings in 2010
Total economic impact of £3.4 billion
Direct and full time employment for 20,000 people
Indirect and associated full time employment for 80,000 people
Annual tax contribution of £325 million
Five year capital investment of £706 million
Global television audience of 1 billion
Second most attended sport in Great Britain after football
4 out of 10 of Britain’s most attended sporting events
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Chapter One
The Authority’s Approach to Animal Welfare and the Whip
The British Horseracing
Authority’s Welfare Role
1.1	The Authority is the regulator
for Racing in Great Britain2. This
includes setting the standards
which the sport requires of its
participants; ensuring these
standards are clear, relevant and
understood, and ensuring that
they are met. Where standards
are not met, it is the Authority’s
duty to take appropriate action in
the best interests of the sport.
1.2	Safeguarding the welfare of racehorses is a priority for
the Authority. Everyone involved in the sport – whether
racecourse managers, trainers, owners, breeders,
stable staff, jockeys, administrators, officials and
veterinary professionals – is committed to, and has a
role in, ensuring and enhancing horse welfare. People
become involved in Racing because they love horses.
Racing does not tolerate cruelty towards racehorses.
1.3	The Authority publishes significant information about its
approach to equine welfare on its website, including a
formal Commitment to the Welfare of Racehorses.3
1.4	The work of the Authority – including its important role
in safeguarding the welfare of both horses and jockeys
– is fully recognised by Government.4 The Authority
works closely with Ministers and their officials on
numerous issues affecting the equine sector.

The Rules of Racing
1.5	The standards for appropriate whip use are set out in
the Rules. Breaches of the Rules, depending on the
circumstances, are dealt with by either the Stewards or
the Disciplinary Panel in first level hearings. The result
of a first level hearing may be subject to further review
by way of an appeal under the disciplinary process.
1.6	The disciplinary process and those who carry it out
play a vital role in policing and enforcing the Rules,
which are in place to protect:

2. Horseracing in Northern
Ireland is regulated by the
Irish Turf Club

3. BHA Equine Welfare Statement, 2010:
http://www.britishhorseracing.com/
inside_horseracing/equine-welfare/

• the safety and welfare of jockeys and horses;
• the fair running of the sport; and
•	the integrity of the sport with regard to the
interests of the betting and racing public.
1.7	Decisions arising out of the disciplinary process are of
vital significance to the reputation of the sport and the
Authority, as well as the reputation and livelihoods of
those that work in the sport.

The Guide to Procedures and Penalties
1.8	Annex C compares the current penalties relating to
improper use of the whip with the proposed new
penalties. It should be noted that, contrary to widely
held opinion, the Guide to Procedures and Penalties
(“the Guide”)5 does not form part of the Rules and
is provided specifically to assist the Stewards, the
Disciplinary Panel and the Appeal Board in the carrying
out of their responsibilities in the regulation of Racing.
The Guide states clearly that “the Authority remains
totally committed to preventing any abuse of horses
through improper use of the whip.”
1.9	While the Guide provides the Stewards with discretion
in determining if a whip offence has occurred, it does
ask them to consider holding an enquiry into any case
where they have concerns about the manner in which
a jockey has used his or her whip. Additionally, the
Stewards are told that an enquiry must be held when
the Veterinary Officer reports that a horse is wealed
(see box). The Stewards are expected to maximise

4. H
 ansard, 28th April 2011: http://www.publications.
parliament.uk/pa/cm201011/cmhansrd/cm110428
text/110428w0002.htm#11042885000315

5. h
 ttp://rules.britishhorseracing.com/_
documents/guide_to_procedures_and_
penalties_2011.pdf
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the deterrent effect of the Rules by enforcing them in a
strict manner.

Definition of a Weal
Out of (approximately) 90-100,000 runners each
year, there are usually around 20 occasions where
a horse is observed to have a weal. Medically a
weal is described as circumscribed accumulation
of fluid within the skin in response to a blow. Every
such case is examined by a Veterinary Officer on
two occasions. The Veterinary Officers look for signs
of inflammation including discomfort or pain on
examination and in the behavioural response of the
horse. To date no such signs have been seen over
the last three years.

Does the whip remain appropriate?
1.10 T
 he Review Group has taken as its first point of
consideration the question of whether the use of the
whip remains appropriate in Racing. It was felt very
strongly that this should not be assumed to be the
case, and that use of the whip should only continue if
it was considered to be necessary and appropriate.
1.11 A
 ll those consulted by the Review Group stated
that the whip in Racing – when used correctly and
appropriately – is a necessary aid to horsemanship.
It was felt that the whip safeguards the welfare of
both horse and jockey, and that this applies to the
majority, if not all, forms of equestrianism.

Why is the whip used in Racing?
1.12 T
 he Review Group considers it important to set out
why the whip is used in Racing and, importantly, what
constitutes acceptable use of the whip.
1.13 T
 he Guide describes acceptable use of the whip
to be for “safety, correction and encouragement”.
The Guide states the whip should never be used to
coerce. It adds that, whilst there is a requirement on
all jockeys to carry a whip, there is no obligation or
expectation on jockeys to use the whip.

Safety
1.14 T
 he use of the whip for the safety of horse and
jockey is accepted by all those consulted by the
Review Group. Safety applies not only to the
individual horse and jockey but also to others in the
race. While this applies to both Flat and Jump racing,

in Jump racing there is the added dimension that a
horse may ‘back off a jump’ placing both itself and
its jockey at risk of injury. A jockey has a duty of care
to the horse and the use of the whip, in the correct
manner, forms part of that duty of care.

Correction
1.15 The use of the whip for correction is seen primarily as
preventing a horse shifting ground, whether abruptly
or gradually, rebalancing and also includes preventing
a horse backing off a jump.
1.16 By shifting ground the horse may place itself and its
jockey, as well as any other horse and rider in close
proximity, at an increased risk of injury. It is available
to jockeys to initially use other means – the reins – to
endeavour to prevent a horse from continuing to shift
ground.
1.17 In the opinion of the Review Group it is right that a
jockey should use the reins to straighten a horse
which is shifting ground prior to resorting to use of
the whip. If the horse fails to respond to this measure,
and the jockey reaches the level of concern where
he or she feels it is necessary to resort to using the
whip to straighten his or her mount, the matter then
becomes one of safety.
1.18 To say it is acceptable for a whip to be used for
correction requires a determination of how much
ground, and in what circumstances of the race, a
horse is required to shift to determine the use of the
whip as being acceptable. This creates a possible
grey area in the interpretation of the Rules. To use the
whip to correct a horse on the approach to a jump
to assist in jumping the fence correctly is clearly to
protect the safety of horse and jockey. If a horse’s
behaviour is such that it becomes a safety concern it
will be far more apparent.

Encouragement
1.19 The use of the term ‘encouragement’ to describe an
acceptable use of the whip is the one which provokes
most comment. The difficulty for most lies in defining
encouragement. Among those consulted it was
submitted that use of the whip for encouragement
meant using it as an aid to activate the horse, to
focus the horse, to have the horse concentrated and
to realise its potential by giving its best.
1.20 The Review Group considers encouragement to mean
to have the horse focused and concentrated. If used
properly in this context the whip will stimulate the
horse to realise its potential in the race. The Review
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Group considers that, in the context of a race, a horse
can be encouraged and motivated without in any
way being abused or in pain. Different horses react
differently when the whip is used and it cannot be
considered acceptable, in the opinion of the Review
Group, to continue to use the whip on a horse which
has displayed that it has given of its best, or on a
horse which is out of contention. While consideration
was given to an alternative term for encouragement,
it was decided the current term best reflects the
intention of how the Rules are to be applied.

Speed and use of the whip
1.21 A
 common misconception is that the main reason
jockeys use the whip is simply to make the horse go
faster – as the public opinion research conducted
by SMG/YouGov (see Chapter Five) shows. The
opinion research demonstrates a general lack of
understanding amongst the general public with
regard to whip use. This is further compounded by
the lack of scientific information on the issue.
1.22 T
 he Review Group believes, as stated throughout
this report, that the use of the whip enables a horse
to perform at its best and is essential for safety.
Encouragement may mean an increase in speed but
only in certain circumstances in which the whip is
used in a way so as not to cause pain.

Acceptable use of the whip
The Review Group defines the conditions of ‘acceptable
use’ as:
•	Any use of the whip by a jockey must be justified in
the context of the race.
•	The whip may be used to encourage a horse
to perform at its best only under the following
circumstances:
• When the horse is in contention during the race;
• The horse is able to respond; and
• The horse is given time by the jockey to respond.
•	Use of the whip for encouragement is not about
simply making a horse run faster. It is to focus and
concentrate a horse so that it performs at its best
during a race.
•	The whip may only be used on the horse’s body
where, in the context of the race, it will not cause pain.
•	The stimulus provided by the use of the whip must
be limited, and the whip only used a certain number
of times, so as not to compromise the welfare of the
horse.
•	The whip used by all jockeys in Great Britain must
be a specifically designed energy absorbing whip
that does not cause pain when properly used.

1.23 R
 ecommendation 1: Based on extensive
consultation and the detailed research outlined in
this report, that the use of the whip for safety and
encouragement should continue, and that the term
‘correction’ is superfluous.
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Chapter Two
How the Whip is Currently Used in Racing

Research and analysis on
current whip use
2.1	In order to undertake a considered
assessment of the role of the whip
in British Racing, the Review Group
produced in-depth research on all
whip offences from January 2007
to April 2011 and analysed how
the number of whip offences were
affected by the key race factors.
2.2	The objective was to understand
in what types of races and in what
circumstances whip offences are
historically most likely to occur.

Race data factors
2.3	A full numerical and graphical
analysis of the following factors can
be found in Annex A of this report:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Race Type
Racecourse
Going
Finishing Position
Winning Distance
Race Quality
Race Distance
Jockey and Trainer

Key statistical trends
2.4	Between January 2004 and April
2011 there were a total of 5,202
whip offences; this comprised
3,855 suspensions (74%), 1,297
cautions (25%) and 50 referred or
adjourned enquiries (0.96%).
2.5	0.75% of performances resulted in
a whip offence.
2.6	Racecourse: Six racecourses had
a significantly high rate of whip
offences to performances – Kelso,

Hexham, Carlisle, Cheltenham,
Aintree and Hamilton. Each of these
has characteristics that could at
least partly explain this high rate.
2.7	Type of Racing: Steeplechase
racing had the highest rate
of whip offences – 0.97% of
performances resulted in a whip
offence. This increased to 3.17%
for Steeplechase winners.
2.8	Slow Going: Whip offences were
20% more likely to occur on ground
slower than Good compared to
Good ground. On an all-weather
surface the probability of a whip
offence is twice as likely on slower
going compared to Standard going.
2.9	Winning Chance: 64% of whip
offences involved a horse finishing
in first or second position.
2.10 Close Finish: There is an almost
perfect correlation between close
finishes for placings and the
likelihood of a whip offence.
2.11 Race Quality: The probability of a
whip offence is 1.65 times more
likely in a Group or Graded race.
2.12 In Steeplechase races of 3 1/4
miles or longer, the rate of whip
offences is 1.78 times higher than
Steeplechase races over shorter
distances.

0.75%
The number of performances that
led to a breach in the Rules on
use of the whip between January
2004 and April 2011.

How often the whip can be
used currently
2.13 The current Rules and the Guide
address the use of the whip
through improper riding, which
includes using the whip with
excessive frequency, with just
minor differences between Flat
and Jump racing.
2.14 It is the Guide which sets out
recommendations on how often
the jockey is permitted to use the
whip during the race, and specific
segments of the race. The jockey
must not only remain inside the
permitted frequency guidelines,
but also must not offend under
any other section of the improper
riding Rule. It is not necessary
for a jockey to have used the
whip with excessive frequency to
be found to have used the whip
improperly in the other areas set
out in the Rules.
2.15 No consideration is given to
the distance of the race when
determining an acceptable
number of times a whip may
be used during the entire race.
The jockey is permitted to use
the whip on his or her mount on
no more than fifteen occasions
throughout the race, regardless
of the distance of the race and no
matter whether it is a Jump race
or a Flat race.
2.16 The Guide also sets out the
number of times the whip may
be used within different distance
segments of the race. In Jump
racing a jockey is permitted to use
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his or her whip a maximum of
nine times after the last obstacle
or up to twelve times after the
penultimate obstacle, regardless
of how far from the finish the
obstacles are located. In Flat
racing a jockey is permitted to
use his or her whip a maximum
of eight times in the final furlong,
ten times in the final one and
half furlongs, and twelve times
in the final two furlongs. Each
time the whip is used in the race
is cumulative and it cannot be
used more than the allowed total
of fifteen occasions in the race.
2.17 T
 he numbers set down in the
Guide are not required to be
strictly applied. The Guide
states “it must be remembered
that how the whip is used is
as important as how often and
therefore discretion can be used
when considering any potential
breach”. The overriding theme
from those consulted was that
the Rules, and their application,
did not provide clarity. This
view was expressed strongly
by the PJA and other jockeys
consulted.

Animal welfare legislation
2.18 R
 acing’s participants are
subject to the law of the land.
The Authority has signed an
agreement with the Association
of Chief Police Officers and
the RSPCA with regard to
animal welfare and the interface
between the Rules of Racing
and the Animal Welfare Act.6 A
different formal legal structure
exists in Scotland, where
the Scottish Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals
(SSPCA) is a reporting agency
to the Crown Office. Racing in
Scotland, through the Authority
and the courses working
together as ‘Scottish Racing’,
works closely with the SSPCA.

Welfare issue or welfare
problem?
2.19 A
 ll those consulted by the
Review Group accepted that
the use of the whip in Racing
has the potential to be a welfare
issue in that inappropriate use of
the whip may compromise the
welfare of the horse. Whip use
has the capability of becoming
a welfare problem if appropriate
controls are not in place to
ensure the whip is used in an
acceptable manner so as to
ensure the welfare of the horse
is not compromised.
2.20 T
 he Review Group is clear that
the Authority should be even
more definitive in setting out
what constitutes proper use
of the whip. The Rules must
be complied with to ensure
the welfare of the horse. The
Authority must consider not
only the views of those actively
involved in the sport, but also
any reasonable views of the
wider public.
2.21 T
 hose consulted by the Review
Group expressed the view that
the current use of the whip in
Racing is not a welfare problem.
This is due to the design of the
only whips approved by the
Authority for use in races in
Great Britain, and the Authority
having in place appropriate
controls on their use.
2.22 It is accepted that the use
of the whip in Racing is
a potential welfare issue;
however due to the regulation
of its use the whip is not
a welfare problem. Annex
A provides a statistical
breakdown of whip offences in
Racing since the beginning
of 2004.

2.23 Recommendation 2: Under the
current Rules and penalties the
number of breaches of the whip
Rules each year is unacceptable,
and action should be taken
by the Authority to achieve
behavioural change amongst,
and compliance by, jockeys.

Methods of whip use
2.24 The Review Group considered
the various ways in which the
whip could be used in Racing.
Consideration was given to the
Authority’s commitment to the
welfare of the horse and also to the
integrity of the contest (the race).

Use of the whip down the shoulder

Use of the whip in the forehand

Use of the whip in the backhand

6. http://www.north-wales.police.uk/foiResponses/_
globalimages/uploaded/2011-78%20Published%20
Response.pdf
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2.25 F
 rom all of those consulted by
the Review Group there was no
support for prohibiting jockeys
from carrying a whip in a race.
As stated previously, the whip
is considered a necessary aid
to horsemanship, and also
provides protection to both
horse and jockey in certain
circumstances.
2.26 T
 here was no support for
unrestricted use of the whip
by a jockey in a race. This
would be a retrograde step and
would ignore the Authority’s
commitment to the welfare of
the horse. This would clearly be
unacceptable.
2.27 T
 here was very little support
for permitting the use of the
whip by a jockey in a race as
currently provided for by the
Rules. Currently, jockeys are
allowed to use the whip behind
the saddle with the whip both
in the backhand and forehand
position. The forehand position
is where the jockey turns the
whip in his or her hand and the
whip comes through the top of
the hand. The backhand position
is where the jockey does not
turn the whip in his or her hand
and the whip comes through the
bottom of the hand. The current
limits on the number of times a
whip can be used within a race
can be found at Annex C.
2.28 T
 hose who expressed
acceptance of the current Rules
felt that the number of occasions
on which jockeys breach
the Rules is unacceptable.
In the opinion of the Review
Group, supported by many
of those consulted, this is
due to an ineffective penalty
structure where the deterrent
was inappropriate. The issue

of penalties is addressed in
Chapter Six of this Report.
2.29 R
 estricting the use of the whip
to permitting its use down
the shoulder with the jockey’s
hands remaining on the reins
only is considered to be too
restrictive from a safety point of
view. The jockeys explained that
restricting the use of the whip
in this manner would have an
adverse effect on their ability in
assisting the horse to maintain
its balance, particularly in the
later stages of a race.

there was widespread agreement
from those consulted that whips
should continue to be permitted
to be used behind the saddle, but
that the number of times the whip
could be used in such a manner
should be reduced.
2.33 Recommendations relating to
any changes are made later in
this Review.

2.30 W
 hile being the preferred option
of some of those consulted by
the Review Group, restricting the
use of the whip to the backhand
position raised concerns over a
possible increase in incidents of
horses being hit in the incorrect
position. The Rules provide
that a horse is hit in
the incorrect position
if the whip strikes
the horse on the
ribs or on the flank.
Welfare for the horse and good
horsemanship dictate that if a
whip is used it should come into
contact with the horse in an
area of muscle mass.
2.31 S
 ome riders may be able to
use the whip appropriately in
the backhand position. However,
due to the restriction on jockeys
raising their whip arm above
shoulder height, introduced
in 1993, this could lead to
increased incidences of the whip
coming into contact with the
horse in the incorrect place.
2.32 O
 verall, in order to make the Rules
easier to adhere to and to address
the perception issues stemming
from the whip being used
frequently at the end of the race,
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Chapter Three
The Scientific Evidence Base
Scientific Evidence Base – Summary of Key Findings
•	When used properly, the whip stimulates a horse and should not
cause pain. Inappropriate use of the whip during a race may be
counterproductive and may not produce a positive response from
a horse. A horse in pain will not perform at its best and is likely to
underperform.
•	The effect of whip use must be viewed in the context of a horse’s
physiological state during a race. Controlled use of an energy
absorbing whip during a race when a horse is in a physiological
state of excitement is different to using a whip on a resting horse.
Controlled use of a specific whip does not cause pain and should
not be viewed in the same way as the effect on a resting horse.
•	Jockeys have stated clearly that the whip is essential for safety,
citing steering and rebalancing the horse as important uses. The
role of the whip in motivating and focusing the horse to encourage
it to perform to its potential is also seen as important.

Introduction
3.1	Whilst there is a strong scientific
basis for many equine aspects
of Racing, and an established
discipline of animal welfare
science, there are very few
published scientific studies that
address the use of the whip in
Racing. References to these
key studies are listed in Annex
B. These studies cover different
Racing disciplines (Flat and Jump)
whip use in different countries
(Japan, USA, Australia and Great
Britain) and study whips that are
not all of the same design as those
currently used in Great Britain.

3.2	Only two such studies address
links between the use of whips
and performance; the remainder

7. http://www.legislation.gov.uk/
ukpga/2006/45/contents

look at links between the use
of whips and the safety of
jockeys and horses. There is
little information on the specific
assessment of welfare related to
the use of whips during a race.

Horse welfare
3.3	Animal Welfare in Great Britain
can be viewed from a number
of perspectives. Within the last
decade there has been a major
public policy and political debate
on animal welfare in the UK,
resulting in new Animal Welfare
Acts.7,8 The key concept of
these Acts is that of avoiding
‘unnecessary suffering’ in
accordance with the current social
and political environment. The
Government has made it clear
“that it is appropriate for humans

8. http://www.legislation.gov.uk/
asp/2006/11/contents

to use animals for a variety of
purposes, and [the legislation]
sets out minimum standards for
our behaviour towards those
animals, but this is not an animal
rights Bill”.9

3.4 The Authority takes an Animal
Welfare approach to considering
its responsibilities on regulating
the use of whips in Racing.10

3.5 There appear to be no specific
studies that objectively and
directly assess horse welfare
in relation to the use of the
whip in races. However, the
issues that arise have recently
been set out in the context of
animal behavioural science, with
reference to the British Rules of
Racing, by McLean & McGreevy
(2010). In general, animal welfare
can be assessed by clinical
assessment, physiological
measurement and behavioural
observations and studies, with
varying degrees of objectivity
and reliability.

Clinical Assessment
3.6 The Authority provides a
Veterinary Officer at each race
meeting. A key part of this role is
the monitoring of horse welfare.
Veterinary Officers assess whip
use by viewing the horses at
the end of the race, and work
with the Stewards when any
whip use that might place the
horse’s welfare at risk is identified
during the race or on postrace video review. The primary
method of assessment is clinical;
examination and palpation of

9. h
 ttp://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/
ld200506/ldhansrd/vo060418/text/60418-04.htm

10. h
 ttp://www.britishhorseracing.com/
inside_horseracing/equine-welfare/
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the horse and observation of its
response and its overall behaviour.

3.7	Out of (approximately) 90-100,000
runners each year, there are
around 20 occasions where a
horse is observed to have a weal.
Medically a weal is described as
circumscribed accumulation of fluid
within the skin in response to a
blow. Every such case is examined
by a Veterinary Officer on two
occasions. The Veterinary Officers
look for signs of inflammation
including discomfort or pain on
examination and in the behavioural
response of the horse. To date no
such signs have been seen over
the last three years.

3.8	Whilst the absence of such
signs of suffering may initially
be seen as surprising, it should
be understood that there is a
spectrum from ‘physiological’
to ‘pathological’ in the body’s
response in such a situation.
The initial response of the
body to a blow may simply be
a small local accumulation of
fluid in the tissues (oedema). In
more severe cases this might
progress to the activation of pain
receptors, mediated in part by
release of inflammatory chemicals
i.e. a more ‘pathological’ full
inflammatory response.11

3.9 O
 ne particular high profile case
in 200812 led to the involvement
of the Police following a request
from animal rights campaigners.
The horse affected had been
assessed by the Authority’s
Veterinary Officer on the day,
and by the RSPCA the following
day. The Police evidence
was presented to the Crown
Prosecution Service, which
deemed there was insufficient
evidence to prosecute under the

Animal Welfare Act. However,
the Authority took strong action
against the jockey, with a threemonth suspension for the wider
impact of his actions.13

3.10 T
 he Authority does not claim that
these raceday observations are
definitive. They are, however, based
on considerable clinical expertise.
In any situation where the Authority
considers that there may be a
potential horse welfare concern (i.e.
where weals are observed), expert
veterinary assessments have to
date not shown such concerns to
be borne out.

Physiological aspects
3.11 T
 here are a number of
physiological measures that can
be used to assess suffering.
These include changes in heart
and respiratory rate, signs of
activation of the nervous system
(for example increases in the
level of ‘stress hormones’ such
as adrenaline), and activation of
body responses such as natural
opioids (‘endorphins’).
3.12 C
 learly all these changes are
very similar to those seen as
a result of exercise, especially
peak exercise, and this in effect
confounds attempts to use them
to assess welfare during and
immediately after a horse race.
However, in the context of the
clinical assessments carried
out by the Veterinary Officers,
where a second examination
of any horse found to have a
weal will take place as the horse
comes back to a non-excited
state; there have been no horse
welfare concerns to date.

3.13 In raising concerns on the
welfare aspects of whip use it

11. Clinically, such acute inflammation is classically characterised by the
combination of 5 cardinal signs: rubor (redness), calor (increased heat),
tumor (swelling), dolor (pain), and functio laesa (loss of function) The first
four were described by Celsus (c 30 BC–38 AD)

12. http://www.thefreelibrary.com/
Ahern+will+not+face+police+action+
over+use+of+whip.-a0191061464

is often said it is ‘wrong to hit
a horse’. This moral argument
is absolute for some, including
animal rights campaigners.
However, an animal welfare
approach (which is more widely
accepted – see Chapter One)
should be balanced by an
understanding of physiology
and behaviour to assess animal
welfare. For example, consider
a person’s responses to a cup
of hot coffee. Any contact with
the cup can have a range of
responses across a spectrum,
including from pleasant in
response to moderate heat, to
withdrawal without discomfort
in response to a hot cup and
finally to pain from contact
(especially prolonged) with very
hot water. Similarly, contact
and pressure can have a similar
range of behavioural responses,
from the beneficial, through
to unpleasant, to painful,
depending on the stimulus,
its intensity, and its duration.
These responses are effected
by a range of receptors, that
produce a range of responses
from making the body aware
to producing a pain response
(‘nociception’). This local
response must be transmitted to
the brain and be noted for there
to be any experience of pain.14

3.14 Clearly, not every local response
is appreciated by the brain
as painful. It depends on the
type, duration and intensity of
whatever is stimulating that
response.15 Thus the effect of the
use of a whip must be viewed
in the context of the design of
the whip, use within the race or
not, where it was used on the
horse, the force applied, how
often it was used, the effect it
has locally, and how, or if, pain is
experienced by the horse.

13. h
 ttp://www.britishhorseracing.com/resources/
about/whatwedo/disciplinary/disciplinaryDetail.
asp?item=085319
* Footnotes 14 and 15 can be found on page 18
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3.15 There is also evidence from
studies in humans that the
appreciation of pain is altered
(Koltyn 2000) during exercise,
with increased pain thresholds
and pain tolerances, especially
to pressure stimuli. This study
quotes results from animal
research which seem to indicate
that there are multiple analgesia
systems involved, including
opioid and non-opioid systems.
Such findings, commonly known
as ‘sportsman’s analgesia’, if
applicable to horses as they
are to humans and other
animals, would further confound
assessment. These effects
may be related to the intensity
of exercise (Hoffman et al 2004)
and racing is regarded as peak
exercise for horses.

Behavioural studies
3.16 T
 he use of behavioural
techniques, as well as
assessment of behaviour, is an
important part of animal welfare
science. Whilst these have
been applied to many areas of
training of horses in a variety
of equestrian disciplines, these
techniques have not (to the
Authority’s knowledge) been
applied in published scientific
studies that assess the use
of whips in race conditions.
However, the animal welfare
science concepts that might be
considered have recently been
outlined and would serve as a
basis for such work (McGreevy
& McLean 2009). To date
published studies that assess
the effect of use of the whip
have focused on safety, the
running action of the horse and
its performance.

3.17 A
 ny such studies must take
into account that the whip is
being used within a race. This
14. http://www.link.vet.ed.ac.uk/
animalpain/Pages/theories.htm

is for the reasons described
above (see earlier section on
‘Physiological Aspects’) and also
because such studies must take
the mental state of the horse
during a race into account.
Although horses do not have
identical mental processes and
the same degree of intelligence
as humans, an emerging field
in animal welfare science is the
understanding of the effect of
an animal’s emotional or mental
state on their welfare.16 A horse
in a race is not in the same
mental state as a horse at rest.

3.18 It is well recognised by anyone
who has had contact with
animals that an action or event
that is unpleasant or painful is
avoided at the time, and in the
future, by the animal. Such
a response is characterised
as ‘aversive’ in animal welfare
science and can be a one off,
but also a learned behaviour.
The general observation of those
involved in Racing is that, with
very few exceptions, horses,
both during a race and at other
times, do not display overtly
‘aversive’ behaviour towards
the whips used in races and
also that inappropriate use is
counterproductive.

3.19 T
 hese observations are
supported in animal welfare
science by the approach known
as ‘operant conditioning’ which
deals with the modification of
voluntary behaviour.17 Here
‘punishment’ (as used in this
scientific context), can be
counter-productive in that there
are negative consequences, and
the case of excessive whip use
would therefore have a negative
effect on control of the horse
and its performance (McGreevy
& McLean 2009). However,

15. http://www.link.vet.ed.ac.uk/
animalpain/Pages/theories.htm

it is possible, but not actually
known, that whip use has an
effect, through what is known as
‘negative reinforcement’. In this
situation it has been suggested
that the horse would learn that it
responding to the use of a whip
would result in whip use ceasing
(Evans & McGreevy 2011).
Whilst an ‘aversive’ effect may
be involved in both situations
to varying degrees, the effects
are very different. ‘Negative
reinforcement’ involves an
increase in behaviour whereas
‘punishment’, usually associated
with significant aversion to a
greater stimulus, involves a
decrease in behaviour.

3.20 It is also quite possible that
responses to whip use are
the result of other behavioural
responses such as ‘classical
conditioning’18 from training
activities which link various
forms of stimulus, that may
include hands, heels, body
movement, voice, whip use, to
innate behaviours such as flight
and herd instincts. Training of
racehorses may consciously or
unconsciously include a number
of such conditioning and
other techniques (McGreevy &
McLean 2007).

3.21 The effects of particular whip
design features and, in particular,
the characteristic sound made
by use of the whips as used in
British Horseracing (a deliberate
feature of their design) have not,
to date, been explored. In terms
of ‘operant conditioning’, if it is
relevant, the sound made by the
whip could be the ‘reinforcing’
stimulus.

3.22 Overall it would seem unlikely
that significant ‘aversion’ to

16. h
 ttp://www.daff.gov.au/animal-plant-health/welfare/aaws/aaws_
international_animal_welfare_conference/measuring_cognition_
and_emotion_of_animals_to_understand_their_welfare

17. h
 ttp://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Operant_conditioning
18. h
 ttp://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Classical_conditioning
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whip use is currently occurring
as jockeys would find it
counterproductive, and it is not
known conclusively whether
any response to whip use in a
horse is an example of ‘negative
reinforcement’. However, if the
latter were the case, and in the
context of the possible range
of responses from sensation
– through local nociception
to overt experienced pain – it
would reinforce the need for
clearly defined limits on whip use
to avoid ‘punishment’, which
would be counterproductive,
undesirable and also a risk to
the welfare of the horse.

3.23 In conclusion, there is little
scientific information available
to definitively understand the
behavioural effects or the
welfare assessment of whip
use in Racing. However, clinical
assessment, the opinion of
those consulted, and basic
behavioural observations do
not currently indicate that whip
use in British Horseracing is
(providing appropriate controls
are enforced), inherently a
welfare problem.

Effects on safety
3.24 In terms of safety, the Authority
has been clear that Racing
carries some risks to horses
as well as jockeys. Jockeys
themselves felt strongly that the
whip must be available for safety.
Contrastingly, one study (Parkin
et al 2006) found that whip use
is associated with greater risk
of equine injury whilst another
(Cohen et al 1997) found the
opposite. One explanation
might be that the former study
focused on catastrophic injuries
and the latter more on soft
tissue injuries. Jockeys might

use the whip on horses whose
performance is falling off due
to imminent but unapparent
catastrophic injuries, whereas
the more insidious onset of soft
tissue injuries might reduce whip
use as performance falls off and
the injury and resulting abnormal
gait becomes apparent. One
study from Japan has also noted
a relatively high association of
recent whip use with leg fracture
but made no further analysis
(Udea et al 1993).

3.25 T
 here is one study on Jump
racing in Great Britain
(Pinchbeck et al 2004) that
highlights increased risks of
falling (which places jockeys
and horses at risk of associated
injuries) from whip use
immediately before an obstacle
is jumped and whilst a horse is
progressing in position during
the race. This may be due to
increased speed and/or the
horse being unbalanced by
whip use.

3.26 In conclusion there is limited
scientific information available
on the risks to jockey and horse
safety from whip use. Jockeys
have stated very clearly to the
Review Group that in their view
they must carry a whip for
safety purposes, citing steering
and rebalancing the horse as
important uses. The scientific
studies that are available should
be integrated into the training
programme for jockeys (see
‘Jockey Training Implications’).

Effects on performance
3.27 T
 here appear to be currently
just two published studies in this
area. One found no effect on
velocity resulting from whip use,
but increased stride frequency,

Implications of animal
welfare science on the
controls on whip use
Whilst it is possible that
responses to whip use are the
result of ‘classical conditioning’,
especially if the basis for an
acceptable effect of the use of the
whip is ‘negative reinforcement’,
this would emphasise the need
for full compliance with the
current requirements regarding
acceptable use of the whip.

These requirements are that:
•	Whip use must be justified in
the context of the race – e.g.
purely for safety reasons or
to encourage the horse to
perform at its best providing it
is still in contention and able
to respond.
•	There should be adequate
time for the horse to
respond (avoiding too rapid
consecutive use).
•	The stimulus applied must be
controlled (avoiding excessive
force, using the whip in the
correct place on the horse
and limiting frequency of use).

Whilst it should be emphasised
that there is currently a
speculative element to such
application of animal welfare
science to the use of a whip in a
race, the Review Group believes,
having considered existing
scientific evidence, that the Rules
are soundly based on the current
state of knowledge. This leads
to the need for clear controls
and full compliance with these
controls (including use of a whip
of an appropriate design). Such
controls are necessary to manage
the risk to horse welfare.
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changed forelimb timing patterns
and decreased stride length after
use of a whip (Deuel & Lawrence
1988). The applicability of the
study may be limited, as an
American design of ‘riding crop’
in use at that time was used and
carried out using four Quarter
horses (a different breed of
racehorse bred to sprint short
distances ranging from 220 to
870 yards on dirt track surfaces).

3.28 M
 ore recently another study
(Evans & McGreevy 2011), using
the same whips as used in Flat
racing in Great Britain, focused
on assessing if there was any
increase in velocity, especially at
the finishing part of the race. This
study found no significant change
in velocity in the final 400 metres
of a race. The applicability of
this study to the British situation
may be limited because it was
in Australian flat races where
unlimited frequency of whip use
is allowed in the final 100 metres.
This study has been criticised
scientifically for its small sample
size (48 horses in 5 races of
1200–1250 metres) and the use
of statistical models that provide
a relatively limited explanation of
the published outcomes. These
limitations are probably inevitable
because of the unrestricted
whip use in the last section of
Australian races, such that large
enough differences (between
amounts of whip use) were not
present to be measured and
because of the use of sectional
rather than real times (such
that any small time differences
would not be measurable). The
restrictions on frequency of whip
use in Great Britain, and the use
of real time measurement, with
a larger number of observations,
might provide the context for a
further study that would deliver
greater clarity.

3.29 U
 nfortunately, the manner in
which RSPCA Australia, which
funded the aforementioned
study, went on to state
definitively that its results
“will help end the debate
over whether there is a place
for whipping in the future
of Australian Thoroughbred
Racing”19 is not helpful. It is likely
to have closed the door to further
cooperative work in that area that
would have clarified the results
of such a limited pilot study. This
episode illustrates the importance
of constructive relationships
between welfare orgnisations
and Racing Authorities to ensure
horse welfare policies have a firm
basis in science.

3.30 In conclusion there is limited
information available to
provide clarity from a scientific
perspective on the effects
of the whip on performance.
Generally, when asked, jockeys
are clear that the whip is needed
for safety and as an aid to
horsemanship to motivate and
focus the horse. The public
opinion research undertaken as
part of this Review (see Chapter
Five) found that a very common
public perception was that whip
use was primarily to make horses
go faster, with 80-90% of those
asked giving this as the reason
they believe the whip is used.20

3.32 Furthermore, as use of a whip
may unbalance the horse, and
may increase speed, there
should be particular care in use
before an obstacle, especially if
the horse is progressing, so as
to avoid increased risk of falls.
It should also be recognised,
however, that experienced
jockeys say that whip use,
because it can change stride
length and affect the balance of
the horse, is important during
Jump racing for safe and
effective jumping.

3.33 Finally, current understanding
of animal behaviour should
be emphasised, such that the
underlying basis of allowing
a horse to respond, and the
counterproductive nature of
excessive or improper use of a
whip, are understood.

3.34 A list of key scientific studies of
relevance to the above Chapter
can be found in Annex B of this
document.
3.35 Recommendation 3: Whilst
current scientific evidence
broadly supports the continued
use of the whip in Racing –
providing strict controls are
enforced – further research
is needed and the Authority
should continue to support
investigations in this field.

Jockey Training Implications
3.31 A
 n important part of jockey
training should be to emphasise
that one of several possible
reasons for failure to respond to
whip use, where performance
is declining, may be a sign of
injury or imminent injuries, and
jockeys should take this into
account as an important
safety factor for the horse
and themselves.

19. http://www.rspca.org.au/media-centre/study-reveals-futility-of-whipping-racehorses.html

20. See SMG/YouGov report at Annex E for definitive data
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Chapter Four
The Whip: Energy Absorbing Design
The evolution of the whip
4.1 T
 he current design of the energy
absorbing whip was developed by
a Jockey Club panel, with input
from the RSPCA, and is produced
by manufacturers Old Mill Whips
of Carrickfergus, Northern
Ireland. The cushioned concept,
more accurately described in
terms of materials science as
‘energy absorbing’, was initially
instigated by Jim Mahon21, an
Irish horseman who devoted
many years of his life to producing
a pain-free whip. This whip was
introduced in 2004 for Jump
racing and in 2007 for Flat racing.
4.2 T
 he success of this approach
has been demonstrated by
the widespread international
adoption of the principle of energy
absorbing whips in Racing and
other equine sports. However,

further work is now required to
better understand the whip used
in British Horseracing.
4.3 T
 he energy absorbing whip was
developed empirically, using
the experience of horsemen
and whip manufacturers. To
develop the design further the
Authority is funding research,
together with the RSPCA and
World Horse Welfare, into the
function of the materials used in
the current design of whip. This
basic scientific research, at the
Faculty of Engineering, University
of Nottingham, has also been
aided by information on use by
the introduction of an identifier
microchip (the same as used to
identify horses) that has allowed
(through linking individual whips to
jockeys) calculation of the number
of races in which the whip has

been used to be assessed in
relation to any changes in the
whip materials.
4.4 This work includes the
characterisation of structure,
flexibility and energy absorption
of the whip and the assessment
of these under differing
environmental conditions, in the
context of the requirements for
whip performance. The research
plan is intended to characterise
the foam energy absorber and
composite spine of the whip and
specifically:
a)	To measure compression
properties of the foam at static
and dynamic rates of loading and
establish stress levels causing
permanent deformation and loss
of energy absorption capacity.
b)	To measure the effects of
repeated loading (i.e. fatigue),

Overall apearance and structure.

Energy absorbing whip used in Flat racing.

Detailed sructure

Foam end excluding
inner core and wings.

Energy absorbing whip used in Jump racing.

21. http>//www.telegraph.co.uk/news/obituaries/1381966/Jim-Mahon.html
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duration of loading, loading
magnitude and temperature of this
permanent deformation and loss
of energy absorption capacity.
c)	To measure the bending flexibility
and strength of the composite
spines and relate to deformations
in use.
d)	Based on the above spine
strength and deformations,
undertake fatigue calculations
to assess fatigue life of the
composites spines i.e. durability.
e)	To assess the fitness for purpose
of the composite spines and foam
materials based on the above
characterisation results and, if
necessary, propose alternative
material solutions.

4.5 T
 he foam surrounding the part
of the whip that makes contact
with the horse should have
energy absorbing characteristics
and these should be maintained
over the lifetime of the whip. The
research to date has indicated
that the foam material does have
the type of energy absorbing
characteristics that are required,
and that these do not significantly
deteriorate over the likely lifespan
of the whip. However, the actual
force applied during the use of
whips in races is still not known,
although work has been done to
gather the data to estimate this.
If the forces applied during such
actual use are higher than those
used in laboratory testing then
these initial conclusions may have
to be reassessed.

4.6 It is also important to note that
the research to date has not
compared the actual force
applied during a race to the
energy absorbing capacity of
the foam, and so no conclusions
can be drawn as to whether the
amount of foam in the current

specification can be judged as
suitable for the function required.
This research has now been
commissioned (see below).

4.7 T
 he structural strength of
whips has been an issue in
actual use, with reports of
premature breakage of the
whip. The laboratory testing
and calculations based on the
characteristics of the material
may indicate a dilemma in
specifying the material. On the
one hand a flexible (i.e. less
stiff) whip may be needed for
its function. On the other hand
it may be that this flexibility
comes at the cost of inadequate
strength, especially if higher
loadings occur in actual use.

4.8 In addition, as larger voids are
occasionally seen in the spine,
this may be a contributing factor
to premature breakage. Therefore
one of the key next steps in
this research programme is to
measure the actual bending of the
whip in use, and then assess if it
may indicate that the whips are at
or near their design strength.

4.9 T
 hese are preliminary findings,
based on calculations and
laboratory investigations and the
work is continuing. In addition
to the tests conducted on the
foam, which were quasi-static
at ambient temperature, it is
intended to test at reduced and
elevated temperature and to test
the foam under dynamic rates of
loading. Put simply, the energy
absorbing foam may function
differently at low or high ambient
temperatures, and this may affect
its capacity to absorb energy and
so protect the horse.

4.10 At present there is no evidence
that racing whips do ‘wear’
(have reduced ability to absorb
energy) during normal use and
over their lifetime. It will be
important to understand this
finding in the context of the
actual load on the whips in use.

4.11 There is evidence that, if
actual loads on whips in use
are at a higher level, then the
whips may be at or near their
design strength and also those
occasional larger voids in the
spine might be a cause of the
occasional premature whip
failure.

Planned studies on use of
whips
4.12 At present there is no objective
information on how types or
styles of whip use affect its
function or might affect horse
welfare. From the information
above (see ‘Research on
Structure and Function’) it
is clear that the functional
properties of the current design
of whip, as used in British
Horseracing, must be placed in
the context of the actual use of
the whip, where it is used and
the loads that are applied.

4.13 Such information is also
important as some of those we
consulted had views on how
and where the whip should be
used; one point of view being
the whip should only be held in
the backhand when used on the
rear quarters of the horse. The
rationale for this is that holding in
the backhand (as compared to
the forehand), will serve to limit
the possible forces that are able
to be applied. However, other
consultees raised concerns
that restrictions on use to the
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backhand may increase the risk
that the horse may be hit in the
wrong place; for example, the
point of the stifle joint.

4.14 T
 he Authority has therefore
commissioned research that will
address whether it is possible,
using high speed video, to track
and assess various possible
whip actions by jockeys. This
will be done on a race riding
simulator at a racing school.
Furthermore, this initial study
will also assess whether it is
possible to correlate these
various whip actions with the
force actually applied. The
ultimate purpose of these
studies, which may require
further studies once the initial
findings are assessed, is to
ensure regulatory policy on how
whips are used is based on
objective data.

International Standardisation
4.15 C
 learly the type of whip used in
some other equestrian activities,
which could, for example, be
a very flexible and long 5mm
round and unpadded whip is
very different (in that the forces
applied and the risks of injury are
greater) from the 25mm wide,
almost flat and foam packed
whip used in British Horseracing.
However, there is a danger
that even superficially similar
‘energy absorbing’ whips do
not have the same functional
characteristics.

absorbing whips (Peterson,
personal communication) have
shown possible significant
differences in forces that could
be applied between some of the
whips used in North America
as compared to those used in
Great Britain. The United States
Jockey Club and the Authority
share the concern that the
function, as well as the form, of
energy absorbing whips should
be standardised. The United
States Jockey Club is funding
the development of objective
standardised functional testing
specifications and equipment.
This will enable the ongoing
objective assessment of
whips of different designs and
manufacture against a desired
design specification.

4.17 This work by the United
States Jockey Club is being
coordinated with the Authority’s
work, such that it may contribute
towards a possible international
performance standard for energy
absorbing whips used in Racing.

4.18 Recommendation 4: The
Authority should continue to
support research into the design
of the whip and incorporate any
future technological innovations
into British Horseracing as
appropriate if it is felt that equine
welfare could be enhanced.

4.16 T
 he Authority is involved with
an international collaboration
with the United States Jockey
Club. Initial calculations on
the possible forces applied
by superficially similar energy
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Chapter Five
Public Opinion Research
Background
5.1 T
 he Review Group considered
the role of public opinion and
perception about use of the
whip as part of its work. Many of
those consulted by the Review
Group were of the opinion that
there is a perception issue about
use of the whip that should be
fully considered and addressed
accordingly.

5.2 T
 he Authority, along with all
those involved in Racing, has a
responsibility to protect the public
image of the sport. Accordingly,
to ensure that the Review
Group was able to acquire a
comprehensive understanding
of the public perception of the
use of the whip in Racing, the
Authority commissioned a leading
sports research agency, SMG/
YouGov, to undertake in-depth
public opinion research. Upon
completion, the results, which
are attached at Annex E, were
presented to the Review Group
for its consideration.

5.3 A
 s far as the Authority can
ascertain, no research on the
public’s perception of the use of
the whip in equine disciplines,
and particularly Racing, has ever
been undertaken, either by the
Authority’s predecessors or any
other equestrian governing body.

Objectives
5.4 T
 he objectives of this research
were to:

a)	Clearly gauge the full spectrum of
views on whether the use of the
whip in Racing is perceived to be
cruel, and to quantify the extent
to which people’s views differ
depending on their understanding
of why the whip is used.

b)	Fully understand these views
by measuring the level of
understanding of the purpose of
the whip and the acceptability of
the use of the whip in different
circumstances.

c)	Understand the public’s views
on the current sanctions applied
when the whip Rules are
contravened and what the impact
of potential changes could be on
interest levels, event attendance
and betting levels.

d)	Attain a broader understanding
of views on the use of animals
in sport, safety in Racing and
awareness of animal rights
groups.

Method
5.5 T
 he research was conducted
using an online interview
administered to members of
the SMG/YouGov GB panel of
300,000+ individuals who have
agreed to take part in surveys.
An email was sent to panellists
selected at random from the base
sample, inviting them to take part
in the survey and providing them
with a link.

Summary by SMG/
YouGov of public opinion
research
• A large proportion of the
population – particularly those
with no interest in horseracing,
and females – instinctively
disagree with the use of
the whip and think current
penalties are too lenient.
• However, a fair number of
those in disagreement have a
flawed understanding of both
when during a race the whip
is allowed to be used, and the
full range of safety reasons for
which the whip is present.
• Whilst some in disagreement
are very unlikely to change
their views no matter what, a
substantial number would be
open to changing their views
– changes to current practices
most likely to encourage this
were found to be:
•	Withholding of the
offending jockey’s riding
fee and any prize money
percentage;
• Longer bans for offenders;
• If revised rules were
endorsed by welfare
organisations.
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5.6 T
 he sample consisted of 2,071
respondents and all results were
weighted to accurately reflect the
total population of Great Britain.

5.7 T
 he general areas of questioning
were sketched by the Authority.
However, the questions
themselves were drafted by SMG/
YouGov in order to ensure they
were balanced and impartial.
Fieldwork took place in July 2011.

Key Findings
5.8 W
 hen asked for their instinctive
views on the use of the whip in
Racing, 57% of all respondents
said they strongly or somewhat
agreed it should be banned
completely, with women
significantly more likely than men
to say this (68% vs 45%).

5.9 T
 he Review Group considers
this to be an understandable
instinctive response from
members of the public concerned
about the idea of any animal
being hit. However, it is important
to note that this question was
asked without any further
information being provided to
respondents about how and why

When initially asked their views on
the
wip in on
horseraciong,
Views
the whip57% said
they strongly or somewhat agreed
When initially asked their views on
it should be banned completely the whip in horseracing, 57% said
however, after an explanation of
they strongly or somewhat agreed
the pain free nature of the whip,
it should be banned completely.
only 33% strongly or somewhat
However, after an explanation of
disagreed with the use of the whip
the pain free nature of the whip,
only 33% strongly or somewhat
disagreed with the use of the
whip.

the whip is used, what constitutes
‘acceptable use’, the whip design
or penalties.
5.10 T
 he research found there
to be a significant level of
misunderstanding amongst
respondents as to both when
the whip is allowed to be used
during a race, and the full range
of safety reasons for which the
whip is present.

5.11 A
 n explanation of why the whip
is used and the pain free nature
of its design was provided to
respondents after they had been
asked for their instinctive views.
After being provided with this
information a significant number
of respondents changed their
minds regarding use of the whip.
Following the explanation, 33%
(down from 57% as above) of
respondents now felt that they
disagreed with the continued
use of the whip.
5.12 A
 dditionally, 58% of all
respondents strongly or
somewhat agreed that
recreational riders should be
banned from carrying a whip.

5.13 Around a quarter of people in
GB found the use of animals
in sport very or somewhat
unacceptable. Those who are
vegetarians, vegans or non-meat
eaters were particularly likely to
feel this way while women were
more likely than men to think
this. However, only 14% of the
population strongly or somewhat
agreed that all horseracing
should be banned outright.

5.14 Almost a fifth of people in the
GB are very or fairly interested in
horseracing.

Views on penalties
5.15 47% of Racing followers and
64% of non-followers thought
current penalties are much or a
little too lenient.

5.16 A number of potential changes
to current penalties were listed
and respondents were asked
which would be more suitable.
With 56% backing it, the
withholding of the offending
jockey’s riding fee and any prize
money won by the jockey would
be the most popular penalty.

BEFORE EXPLANATION (Q7)

AFTER EXPLANATION (Q13)

7%

12%

9%

9%

37%

10%

24%

19%

17%

14%
20%

Strongly agree

Somewhat agree

Neither agree nor disagree

Somewhat disagree

Strongly disagree

Don’t know

23%
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There is a general lack of understanding amongst those both
interested and not interested in horseracing as to when during a race
the whip is allowed to be used

At any time during a race

27%

Towards the end of the race only

15%
19%

It’s not allowed to be used at all

At the beginning of the race only

5.19 If revised Rules were endorsed
by welfare organisations, 42%
of all those who disagreed with
the use of the whip would be
more likely to be accepting of
the whip (52% of those with
some level of interest, 35% of
those with no level of interest).

33%
33%

16%

1%
0%
18%

Don’t know

Some level of interest in horse racing

38%

No interest at all in horse racing

More significantly, of those that completely disagreed with the use
of the whip (after the pain free nature was explained), 35% believe it
is not allowed to be used at any point during a race, indicating their
views may be based on a high level of misunderstanding

42%
40%

At any time during a race

Towards the end of the race only

16%

It’s not allowed to be used at all

At the beginning of the race only

41%

25%
35%

1%
1%

Agree or neutral with the use of the whip

overall. This would also make
41% of those who disagree with
the use of the whip more likely
to be more accepting of it.
5.17 In addition, those disagreeing
with the use of the whip also
believed there should be longer
bans generally (62% said this)
while those who agreed with or
were neutral towards the whip
would like to see longer bans for

disagreed with the use of the
whip (29%) and for those with
no interest in Racing (26%).

Completely or somewhat disagree
with the use of the whip

repeat offenders rather than first
time offenders (63%).

5.18 J ust 17% of those with an
interest in Racing favoured
the horse and jockey being
disqualified in the case of a
whip offence. It was also the
least popular option for those
who completely or somewhat

5.20 If prize money was withheld
from jockeys in breach of the
whip Rules, 40% of all those
who disagreed with the use of
the whip would be more likely to
be accepting of the whip (50%
of those with some level of
interest, 34% of those with no
level of interest)

Possible changes and the
impact on future behaviour
5.21 Respondents who had not
attended a race meeting within
the previous 12 months were
asked how much more or less
likely they would be to attend
a meeting in future if certain
changes were made.
5.22 10% (11% of those with some
interest in Racing, 10% of those
with no interest in Racing) said
that banning the use of the whip
completely would make them
much more or somewhat more
likely to attend in future.

5.23 10% (12% of those with some
interest in Racing, 7% of those
with no interest in Racing), said
that withholding prize money
from jockeys who have breached
the whip Rules would make
them much more or somewhat
more likely to attend in future.
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5.24 9
 % (11% of those with some
interest in Racing, 6% of those
with no interest in Racing) said
that the revised Rules and
penalties relating to acceptable
whip use in horseracing being
endorsed or supported by welfare
organisations would make them
much more or somewhat more
likely to attend in future.

5.25 D
 isqualifying a horse ridden
by a jockey that had breached
the whip Rules was the only
possible change that would
make those that have placed
a bet on Racing during the last
twelve months less likely overall
to bet on Racing again.

Summary and conclusions
5.26 T
 he public opinion research
confirmed that there is a
perception issue in relation to
the use of the whip, not just
in Racing but also with leisure
riders carrying a whip.

5.27 W
 ider acceptance of whip use
in Racing is clearly conditional

on the understanding that the
design of the whip and control
of its use avoid compromising
horse welfare.

5.28 T
 here is a significant level of
misunderstanding regarding
both when and how often
during a race the whip is
allowed to be used, and
the safety considerations
necessitating its use.

5.29 T
 he opinion research supported
a number of significant changes
to the existing penalty structure
in order to help address views
on the acceptability of the use of
the whip in Racing.

5.30 B
 anning the use of the whip in
Racing is no more likely overall
to make people much more or
somewhat more likely to attend
in future than withholding prize
money from jockeys and only
marginally more likely than if the
revised Rules and penalties were
endorsed by recognised welfare
organisations.

5.31 Better communication explaining
why the whip is used, outlining
the background to its design
and the Rules and penalties
for breaching those Rules will
reduce the number of those
fundamentally against the use of
the whip.

5.32 The public opinion research
conducted by SMG/YouGov
confirms the importance
of Racing maintaining a
constructive and critical
relationship with animal welfare
organisations.

5.33 Recommendation 5: The
Authority should widely publish
the results of this Review
and take other steps to try to
maximise understanding of the
use of the whip within Racing.

5.34 Recommendation 6: The
Authority should commission
future public opinion research in
order to keep track of the views
of the public regarding the use
of the whip.
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Chapter Six
The Penalty System
The current rules
6.1 T
 his Review has considered fully
the Authority’s current penalty
structure around the use of the
whip in Racing.

6.2 T
 he Rules empower the Stewards
(and in certain circumstances,
the Disciplinary Panel) to penalise
jockeys who are found to have
committed a breach of the whip
Rules. If a jockey is found in
breach of the whip Rules, the
suggested penalties in the Guide
commence with a caution for
bottom-end contraventions of the
majority of whip Rules.

6.3 Exceptions apply where a report
is made by the Veterinary Officer
of a horse being wealed, where
the horse has been hit in the
incorrect place, or where the whip
has been used in annoyance
by the jockey. In these three
excepted circumstances it is
recommended that the jockeys be
penalised through a suspension,
with the recommended entry
point in line with the severity
of the breach. As the degree
of a contravention of the Rules
escalates, so do the penalties
imposed through increasing
periods of suspension.

6.4 D
 espite assertions from animal
rights groups22, who have linked
these breaches to welfare
problems, it should be clarified
that these are in essence
breaches of the arbitrary limits
set to control whip use. However,

the Review Group recognises
that such continued and relatively
numerous breaches must not be
allowed to be ongoing.

6.5 T
 he Guide does not suggest
consideration be given to
imposing fines, in any form, on
jockeys who breach the whip
Rules.

Achieving behavioural
change
6.6 T
 he Review Group is clear that
in order to incentivise jockeys
to comply with the Rules there
needs to be in place a robust
penalty structure. This must
contain a sufficient deterrent
component so that it is not
worthwhile for the Rules to be
breached. It is acknowledged
that no matter what penalties
are in place it is not possible
to ensure 100% compliance.
However, the Review Group
considers that a range of
measures could be taken to
achieve long term behavioural
change amongst jockeys.

6.7 T
 he Review Group considers that
the penalties currently applied to
breaches of the whip Rules do
not sufficiently deter jockeys from
breaking the whip Rules. This is
clearly demonstrated by there
being in excess of 800 breaches
of the whip Rules per year since
2008, the highest being 2009 with
959 breaches of which 252 were
penalised by a caution.

6.8 Therefore, any changes to the
penalty structure to be applied for
breaches of the whip Rules will
have to bring about behavioural
change in the way jockeys use
the whip for the changes to be
deemed a success.

6.9 One issue raised by jockeys
during the consultation was the
need for clarity in the Rules and
their implementation. In particular,
a clear definition should be given
of what constitutes use of the
whip, such that the penalties
relating to the number of uses are
unambiguous.

Disqualification
6.10 Some mention has been made
that the most effective form of
penalty to deter jockeys from
breaching the whip Rules would
be to disqualify any horse ridden
in contravention of the whip
Rules. Proposals supporting
disqualification have focused
primarily on the winning horse at
the top end of the sport.

6.11 The Rules are constructed so
that those who breach them
are penalised. If any person is
found to be a party to a breach
of the Rules by any other
person, then they too may be
penalised. The Review Group
believes the manner in which
the Rules are constructed is
correct. In relation to the whip
Rules, the Review Group does
not believe it is appropriate to
penalise persons that have not
been either directly responsible

22. Not be confused with animal walfare organisations. Animal rights
groups typically oppose the use of animals, including in Racing.
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for, or party to, the breach.
To disqualify a horse which is
ridden contrary to whip Rules
would affect not only its jockey
but also the horse’s owner,
trainer, the stable staff who
care for the horse, and any
person who has backed the
horse to win or be placed.

6.12 D
 isqualification under these
circumstances does pose
the possibility that a horse
may be ridden intentionally
in contravention of the whip
Rules to bring about its
disqualification, thus giving rise
to integrity concerns. Further,
if introduced, disqualification
would have to be applied to all
horses in the race. This would
mean that the Stewards would
have to review the riding of
each horse prior to issuing the
‘weighed-in’ signal for a race.

6.13 E
 ven if that approach were to
be adapted for the purposes
of the betting, it would mean
clearing the riding of all horses
finishing in a ‘placed’ position
for such purposes. In races
with large fields this could mean
horses finishing down to fifth or
even sixth position. Stewards
would have to review not only
the closing stages of the race
but the entire race, including
races run over distances greater
than three miles, so as to
ensure the horses concerned
are ridden in accordance with
the whip Rules, all prior to issue
of the weighed-in signal. A
further delay could occur while
the Stewards await confirmation
from the Veterinary Officer that
there are no reports determining
a horse to have been wealed or
injured by the whip in the race.
These issues give rise to serious
implications for the conduct of a
race meeting.

Disqualification of the horse versus loss of licence
by jockey
A significant minority view from our consultations suggested
disqualification of the horse following a whip offence would be the
only way to bring a change in behaviour. Whilst disqualification has
the initial superficial attraction of simplicity and effectiveness, our
considered Review did not support this approach.
It is also of note that public opinion research rated disqualification
of the horse as one of the least favoured options. The Review’s
clear conclusion is that ongoing whip offences that continue despite
disciplinary action and remedial training should, and will, result in the
Authority exercising its powers to consider a jockey’s suitability to be
licensed to ride in Great Britain.

The proposed penalty system
6.14 T
 he Review Group accepts the
majority view of those consulted
that the current penalty structure
is deficient, and that the ‘totting
up’ protocol currently in place for
whip offences is ineffective.

amendments to penalties to
be applied for breaches of
the whip Rules. Set out in this
manner, clarity is provided on
what constitutes a breach of
the whip Rules and on what
penalties apply.

Recomendations
6.15 T
 he protocol is triggered if
a jockey is found to have
committed a riding offence
involving misuse of the whip
which warrants a suspension,
and that jockey has already
been suspended from riding
for a total of 20 days or more
for misuse of the whip within
the previous six months. The
protocol directs that the jockey
is referred to the Disciplinary
Panel who will usually impose a
suspension of between 10 and
28 days with an entry point of
14 days for the accumulation of
days suspended plus a period
of suspension for the offence
which triggered the protocol.

6.16 A
 ttached at Annex C is the
Review Group’s proposed

6.17 The Review Group has
set forward a number of
recommendations which focus
on achieving behavioural
change amongst jockeys.

6.18 Recommendation 7: That any
ambiguity within the penalty
structure be removed by
considering that use of the whip
with the jockey’s whip hand off
the reins be considered as a hit
regardless of how, where, or
with what force the whip is used
on the horse.

6.19 Recommendation 8: That
the practice of issuing cautions
for breaches of the whip
Rules be discontinued. This is
intended to bring about greater
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compliance with the Rules by
jockeys.

6.20 R
 ecommendation 9: That the
entry point for all whip offences
be increased significantly,
together with increasing the
additional component by which
the Stewards arrive at what they
believe to be the appropriate
penalty for an offence.

6.21 R
 ecommendation 10: That
the current totting up protocol
be discontinued for suspensions
arising out of the breaches of
the whip Rules, and that in its
place the Stewards consider a
jockey’s prior disciplinary record
for whip offences within a rolling
twelve month period in imposing
incremental penalties for the
current offence. This will lead to
a jockey who is a repeat offender
being referred to the Disciplinary
Panel at a much earlier stage.

6.22 S
 chedule (B) 1 Paragraph 8 of
the Rules states that a riding
suspension of four days or
less imposed on a professional
jockey, including those imposed
for whip offences, will not be
effective on any days where
Group 1 or Grade 1 races are
programmed to take place
in Great Britain, unless the
jockey makes a request that
this provision should not apply
to him or her. Schedule (B)1
Paragraph 11 of the Rules set
out the equivalent provision for
Amateur Riders.

6.23 W
 hilst Annex C shows a
significant number of proposed
amended penalties that have
a starting point of a five day
suspension, (therefore being
outside the provisions of

Schedule(B)1 Paragraphs 8 and
11), it also shows a number
of offences which could result
in a suspension of four days
or less being applied. The
Review Group consider that
having Group 1 and Grade 1
races excluded from days on
which these suspensions ought
apply significantly weakens the
deterrent component of the
whip Rules. If a jockey breaches
the whip Rules, not being able
to ride in Group 1 or Grade 1
races, which are the highest
level and most prestigious
races in our sport, should lead
to greater compliance with the
proposed whip Rules.

6.24 R
 ecommendation 11: That the
riding suspensions imposed on
jockeys for breaching the whip
Rules be effective on the days
on which they are due to be
served regardless of whether or
not Group 1 or Grade 1 races
are scheduled to be run.

6.25 A
 s previously stated, sanction
under the Rules is usually
applied to those who contravene
the Rules. The Review Group
has set out those who would
be affected if horses which
were ridden in contravention
of the whip Rules were to be
disqualified.

6.26 R
 egardless of the
circumstances, including any
specific riding instructions on the
use of the whip, it is the jockey
who carries and uses the whip in
the race. If a jockey contravenes
the whip Rules the responsibility
for doing so should rest solely
with that jockey. It is therefore
open for consideration that the
jockey should not derive financial
benefit from a race in which he

or she has contravened the whip
Rules and incurred a suspension
of three days or more.

6.27 Recommendation 12: Where
a jockey is found to have
contravened the Rules through
their use of the whip during a
race and such contravention
results in a suspension of three
days or more, before previous
offences are taken into account,
that jockey will forfeit any monies
that they would otherwise have
been entitled to under the Rules.
This should apply not only to the
jockey’s share of the total prize
fund, but also to the riding fee
due for having ridden in the race.

6.28 Recommendation 13: In
the case of the jockey being
an Apprentice Jockey or
Conditional Jockey whose
employer is normally entitled to
a share of the jockey’s earnings,
the employer shall also forfeit
any monies payable from the
jockey’s earnings as they would
otherwise have been entitled to
under the Rules.

6.29 When, during the consultation
process, the Review Group
discussed with others the
proposal for jockeys to forfeit
their earnings as set out above,
it was mentioned several times
that the effectiveness of the
proposal may be brought into
question through owners paying
or reimbursing the jockey the
amount forfeited.

6.30 Recommendation 14: That a
Rule be implemented to make
it an offence for an owner to
compensate, or instruct another
person to compensate, any
jockey for any earnings forfeited
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as a result of breaching the
whip Rules.

6.31 A
 s amateur jockeys do not derive
an income from race riding, the
proposal for jockeys to forfeit
their earnings as set out above
cannot be applied to them.
When considering appropriate
penalties to be applied to
amateur jockeys who contravene
the whip Rules, the Review
Group decided that the same
(increased) level of suspensions
that apply to professional jockeys
ought to apply.

6.32 R
 ecommendation 15: The
Authority should incorporate
current understanding of animal
welfare, behavioural and other
science into jockey training to
ensure whip use is acceptable
and not counterproductive
and also make greater use of
remedial training for jockeys, not
just amateurs, who are identified
to have deficiencies in their riding,
including the use of the whip.

6.33 In order for remedial training
to be effective the relevant
triggers of when and in what
circumstances a jockey should
be sent for remedial training need
to be identified. Amateur jockeys
do not derive an income from
race riding and the majority have
other employment which may not
necessarily be within Racing.

6.34 If an amateur jockey were
required to undergo remedial
training they would be required
to do so at a time and place
designated by the Authority.
This no doubt would be a
considerable inconvenience
to them and would require
time away from their other
employment. The requirement

is to have those who have been
identified as needing remedial
training to either fully fund or
part fund the cost of such
training. This would have an
added financial deterrent on
amateur jockeys breaching the
whip Rules. Remedial training is
covered later in the report.

Impact on Point to Point
Racing
6.35 T
 he Authority, which regulates
the sport of Point to Point
Racing, has discussed the
findings of its review with the
Point to Point Authority, which
governs this branch of the
sport of Racing. The Point to
Point Authority will work with
the Authority to introduce any
approved recommendations
contained in this report, adapted
where need be for their sport, as
soon as reasonably possible.

Jockey licensing
6.36 T
 he Rules provide for the
Authority to determine all matters
relating to the licensing of persons
under the Rules, including the
issue, renewal, suspension and
withdrawal of licences. A person
may not ride in any race run
under Rules unless they are the
holder of a jockey licence or
amateur rider permit granted by
the Authority, or are the holder of
a licence issued by a recognised
Racing Authority.

6.37 B
 eing granted a jockey’s licence
or amateur rider’s permit, and
therefore permission to ride in
races, is a privilege and not an
automatic right.

6.38 Types of Jockeys’ Licences:
a) A licence to allow the holder to
ride in Flat races;

b) A licence to allow the holder to
ride in Steeplechases, Hurdle
races or National Hunt Flat
races;
c) An Apprentice Jockey’s licence
to allow the holder to ride in Flat
races;
d) A Conditional Jockey’s licence
to allow the holder to ride in
Steeplechases, Hurdle races,
and National Hunt Flat races.
6.39 Types of Amateur Riders’ Permits:
a) A Category A Amateur Rider’s
permit to allow the holder to ride
in Flat races, Steeplechases or
Hurdle races which are confined
to amateur riders;
b) A Category B Amateur Rider’s
permit to allow the holder to ride
in Flat races confined to amateur
riders, Steeplechases or Hurdle
races which are not confined to
Professional riders, and National
Hunt Flat races.

6.40 Prior to being granted an initial
licence any Apprentice Jockey,
Conditional Jockey, or Amateur
Rider is required to have
satisfactorily completed initial
training and assessment at an
approved training provider. This
training is known as the Licence
Course. Any subsequent
renewal of an Apprentice Jockey
or Conditional Jockey licence is,
in part, subject to the licensee
having satisfactorily completed
any continued training as
set out by the Authority. The
details of the training required
to be undertaken are covered
elsewhere in this report.

6.41 C
 urrently when an Apprentice
Jockey or Conditional Jockey
licensed by an overseas Racing
jurisdiction transfers permanently
to Great Britain they are not
required to undertake training
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prior to being licensed. After
being licensed by the Authority
the jockey is then required to
undertake training when an
appropriate course for his or her
relative experience becomes
available. This system creates
an interval between being
licensed by the Authority and
undertaking any jockey training
in Great Britain. It is recognised
that different jurisdictions provide
different training for young jockeys
and that the training provided
focuses on the Rules, including
whip Rules, of the Racing
jurisdiction providing the training.
It is important that any young
jockey transferring permanently
to Great Britain is properly
aware of the Rules, including the
interpretation and application of
the whip Rules. This is only fair to
the young jockey.

6.42 R
 ecommendation 16: That
any Apprentice Jockey or
Conditional Jockey, regardless
of their experience, transferring
permanently to Great Britain
from an overseas Racing
jurisdiction be required to
undergo training at the
Authority’s approved training
providers prior to being licensed
by the Authority.

6.43 T
 he granting of any licence or
any subsequent renewal of a
licence is at the discretion of
the Authority. If any person,
including a jockey, is considered
not suitable to be licensed, the
Authority has the power not
to issue or renew a licence.
When determining if any existing
licence ought to be renewed the
Authority, amongst other things,
gives consideration to the
applicant’s disciplinary record.
Each jockey’s disciplinary record
includes any action taken

against them under the Rules,
including any whip related
breaches.

6.44 T
 he Review Group accepts the
holding of a licence to ride in
races is a privilege and not an
automatic right. The onus falls
on the jockey to display that
they are suitable to have that
privilege extended to them. If a
jockey continues to breach the
whip Rules, it is indicative that
the jockey has no regard for the
Authority’s accepted correct and
responsible use of the whip, and
therefore the welfare of the horse.

6.47 Recommendation 18: That
the Authority put in place a
system which will enable it to
identify visiting jockeys whose
disciplinary record, when riding
in Great Britain, is of such
concern that consideration of
extending the privilege to that
jockey of riding in Great Britain
should be withdrawn.

6.45 R
 ecommendation 17: That any
jockey who has been referred
to, and found to be in breach
by, the Disciplinary Panel for
whip related offences on three
occasions should be required
to ‘show cause’ to the Authority
as to why any application for a
further licence ought be granted.

6.46 A
 s stated previously, if a jockey
or amateur rider is the holder of
a licence issued by an overseas
Racing jurisdiction they are
permitted to ride in races in Great
Britain, provided they satisfy the
Authority they are not suspended
or otherwise ineligible to
compete. In general this practice
works satisfactorily, however it
is possible that a jockey may
frequently breach the Rules,
including the whip Rules, when
riding in Great Britain although
they do not ride here regularly.
In such cases the frequency
with which they commit riding
offences while riding in Great
Britain is not apparent and may
not be caught by the proposed
new penalty structure.
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Chapter Seven
Jockey Training
Initial training
7.1 A
 ny young person embarking
on a career as a jockey in Great
Britain is required to satisfactorily
complete the training courses
approved by the Authority. In
this role the Authority directs
the primary curriculum and
attendance requirements.

7.2 J ockey training is carried out at
the British Racing School and the
Northern Racing College, both
of which are accepted by the
Authority as training providers.
There is also a requirement on
the employer of any Apprentice
Jockey or Conditional Jockey to
provide them with advice and on
the job training on all aspects of
being a jockey.

7.3 T
 he training provided to Apprentice
Jockeys, Conditional Jockeys,
and Category B Amateur Riders
prior to any initial licence being
granted is conducted by way of a
four and a half day course and is
aimed at ensuring the jockey has
the necessary competence in race
riding to be able to compete safely
and within the Rules. This includes
understanding the Rules relating
to acceptable whip use and the
correct technique for using the
whip. The theoretical aspects of
acceptable whip use are delivered
in classroom sessions while the
practical aspects are taught using
horse simulators.

7.4 T
 he importance of safeguarding
the welfare of the horse is
emphasised in this training. At

the Northern Racing School
the Racing Consultant for the
RSPCA delivers a talk to the
jockeys during their initial training.
World Horse Welfare has also
expressed, to the Review Group,
a keen interest in playing an active
role in jockey training.

7.5 T
 raining of Category A Amateur
Riders is delivered through a one
day classroom seminar followed
by a one day assessment of the
jockey’s practical ability. It has
been thought that the training
required to be undertaken by
these jockeys need not be as
comprehensive as for the other
training groups because these
jockeys are restricted to riding
in races which are confined to
Amateur Riders. The Review
Group does not share this
view and believes the training
of Category A Amateur Riders
should be aligned with the
training required to be undertaken
by Category B Amateur Riders.

consideration has been given to
this in the past.

Jockey Coaches
7.7 E
 arly in September 2011 the
Authority announced the launch
of a new jockey coaching
programme. The coaches are
made up of successful past
and present jockeys who, after
training, have received a top level
sports coaching qualification.
These coaches aim to provide
workplace coaching to help
young jockeys develop both their
technical and personal skills.

Racing Excellence Training
Races

Ongoing training

7.8 T
 he provision of Racing
Excellence Training Races enables
young jockeys to develop a range
of riding and professional skills
under the guidance of the qualified
coaches. This includes coaching
on the correct and acceptable use
of the whip. The races provide an
additional element to other training
provided.

7.6 A
 pprentice Jockeys and
Conditional Jockeys are required
to undertake continued training,
as prescribed by the Authority, as
they reach various milestones in
their careers. The purpose of this
continued training is to provide
assessment and guidance to
these jockeys on all aspects of
their career, including continued
training on acceptable and
appropriate use of the whip.
There are no courses set down
to provide continued training
to Amateur Riders, although

7.9 A
 series of training races are
divided by linking the eligibility
of jockeys to participate to the
number of race winners they have
ridden. Series are conducted for
the following category of jockey:
those that have ridden fewer
than 10 winners; those that have
ridden fewer than 20 winners;
and those that have ridden fewer
than 50 winners. These races
have varying conditions on the
use of the whip which relate
to rider experience. This way
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a natural stage of progression
is achieved in relation to the
jockey’s attitude and approach to
use of the whip. This is helpful as
the jockey matures in his or her
riding skills and style.

Remedial training
7.10 J ockeys whose disciplinary
records in relation to breaches
of the whip Rules are causing
concern, or who are identified
by the Stewards to have a
deficiency in their whip use
technique, may be required to
undertake remedial training. The
Disciplinary Panel also has the
power to direct a jockey who
appears before it on a whip
related matter to undertake
remedial training. This training is
a one-to-one session with the
riding instructor at the training
provider where the jockey’s
technique in using the whip
and his or her understanding
of the whip Rules is addressed
to reduce the possibility of the
jockey re-offending.

Objective of jockey training
7.11 E
 ffective training and education
sits alongside any regulatory and
penalty framework in helping to
address matters relating to use
of the whip. The role of training
in developing jockeys is primarily
preventative, but it can have a
corrective application through
remedial training.

7.12 T
 he Review Group considered
that the training and education
currently provided should be
revisited in order to ensure it
plays its part in helping to reduce
the numbers of offences by
changing attitudes and improving
capabilities of jockeys and trainers.
Good horsemanship skills have
been highlighted, by a number of
those consulted in this review, as
being critical to achieving the right
attitude and approach to effective
and proper whip use.

Statistical analysis
7.13 In reviewing statistics relating
to breaches of whip Rules by

jockeys, three groups were
flagged as requiring further
action: Apprentice Jockeys,
Conditional Jockeys and Amateur
Riders. In the case of Apprentice
Jockeys and Conditional
Jockeys, the proportion of
breaches committed in relation
to the number of rides was more
than double in comparison to
those committed by fully fledged
Jockeys. This is a clear indicator
that greater focus is required
in the training and education of
young jockeys and their use of
the whip.

7.14 Recommendation 19: That
the Authority, in conjunction with
its accepted training providers,
revisits the course content and
structure delivered to Apprentice
Jockeys, Conditional Jockeys,
and Amateur Riders at each
stage in their career to ensure
proper consideration is given
to providing the most effective
training for jockeys in acceptable
and correct use of the whip.
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Recommendations
1. B
 ased on extensive consultation and the detailed
research outlined in this report, that the use of the whip
for safety and encouragement should continue, and that
the term ‘correction’ is superfluous.

2. U
 nder the current Rules and penalties the number of
breaches of the whip Rules each year is unacceptable,
and action should be taken by the Authority to achieve
behavioural change amongst, and compliance by, jockeys.

3. W
 hilst current scientific evidence broadly supports the
continued use of the whip in Racing – providing strict
controls are enforced – further research is needed and
the Authority should continue to support investigations
in this field.

4. T
 he Authority should continue to support research
into the design of the whip and incorporate any future
technological innovations into British Horseracing as
appropriate if it is felt that equine welfare could be
enhanced.

5. The Authority should widely publish the results of
this Review and take other steps to try to maximise
understanding of the use of the whip within Racing.

6. T
 he Authority should commission future public opinion
research in order to keep track of the views of the public
regarding the use of the whip.

7. T
 hat any ambiguity within the penalty structure be
removed by considering that use of the whip with the
jockey’s whip hand off the reins be considered as a hit
regardless of how, where, or with what force the whip is
used on the horse.

8. T
 hat the practice of issuing cautions for breaches of the
whip Rules be discontinued. This is intended to bring
about greater compliance with the Rules by jockeys.

9. T
 hat the entry point for all whip offences be increased
significantly, together with increasing the additional

component by which the Stewards arrive at what they
believe to be the appropriate penalty for an offence.

10. That the current totting up protocol be discontinued
for suspensions arising out of the breaches of the whip
Rules, and that in its place the Stewards consider a
jockey’s prior disciplinary record for whip offences
within a rolling twelve month period in imposing
incremental penalties for the current offence. This will
lead to a jockey who is a repeat offender being referred
to the Disciplinary Panel at a much earlier stage.

11. That the riding suspensions imposed on jockeys
for breaching the whip Rules be effective on the
days on which they are due to be served regardless
of whether or not Group 1 or Grade 1 races are
scheduled to be run.

12. Where a jockey is found to have contravened the
Rules through their use of the whip during a race and
such contravention results in a suspension of three
days or more, before previous offences are taken into
account, that jockey will forfeit any monies that they
would otherwise have been entitled to under the Rules.
This should apply not only to the jockey’s share of
the total prize fund, but also to the riding fee due for
having ridden in the race.

13. In the case of the jockey being an Apprentice Jockey
or Conditional Jockey whose employer is normally
entitled to a share of the jockey’s earnings, the
employer shall also forfeit any monies payable from the
jockey’s earnings as they would otherwise have been
entitled to under the Rules.

14. That a Rule be implemented to make it an offence for
an owner to compensate, or instruct another person to
compensate, any jockey for any earnings forfeited as a
result of breaching the whip Rules.

15. The Authority should incorporate current
understanding of animal welfare, behavioural and
other science into jockey training to ensure whip use is
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acceptable and not counterproductive and also make
greater use of remedial training for jockeys, not just
amateurs, who are identified to have deficiencies in
their riding, including the use of the whip.

16. T
 hat any Apprentice Jockey or Conditional Jockey,
regardless of their experience, transferring permanently
to Great Britain from an overseas Racing jurisdiction
be required to undergo training at the Authority’s
approved training providers prior to being licensed by
the Authority.

17. T
 hat any jockey who has been referred to, and found
to be in breach by, the Disciplinary Panel for whip
related offences on three occasions should be required
to ‘show cause’ to the Authority as to why any
application for a further licence ought be granted.

18. That the Authority put in place a system which will
enable it to identify visiting jockeys whose disciplinary
record, when riding in Great Britain, is of such concern
that consideration of extending the privilege to that
jockey of riding in Great Britain should be withdrawn.

19. That the Authority, in conjunction with its accepted
training providers, revisits the course content and
structure delivered to Apprentice Jockeys, Conditional
Jockeys, and Amateur Riders at each stage in their
career to ensure proper consideration is given to
providing the most effective training for jockeys in
acceptable and correct use of the whip.
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Annex A
Statistical Analysis of Whip Offences
1. Introduction
As part of the 2011 Whip Review the Authority analysed all performances and whip offences.

2. Definitions of Data and Method of Analysis
‘Performances’ 	A run by a horse in a race in Great Britain.
‘Offence’	A caution or a suspension for a whip offence in a race in Great Britain.
‘Percentage’ 	Offences as a percentage of performances.
Methods used include Standard Deviations and Rank Correlation.

3. Tracking of Offences Jan 2007 to April 2011
Flat Racing Monthly Percentage of Whip Offences and Moving Average Trend Line.
Flat Race Whip Offence % by Month 2007 to 2011
3 + Days % of Rnrs

3 + Days % 4 mth roll

Total % of Rnrs

Total % 4 mth roll

12 mth period Avg. (total % of Rnrs)

1.8%
1.6%
1.4%
1.2%
1.0%
0.8%
0.6%
0.4%
0.2%
0.0%

Jan-07 Mar-07 May-07 Jul-07

Sep-07 Nov-07 Jan-08 Mar-08 May-08 Jul-08

Sep-08 Nov-08 Jan-09 Mar-09 May-09 Jul-09

Sep-09 Nov-09 Jan-10 Mar-10 May-10 Jul-10

Sep-10 Nov-10 Jan-11 Mar-11

Jump Racing Monthly Percentage of Whip Offences and Moving Average Trend Line.
Jump Race Whip Offences % by month2007 to 2011
3 + Days % of Rnrs

3 + Days % 4 mth roll

Total % of Rnrs

Total % 4 mth roll

12 mth period Avg. (total % of Rnrs)

1.6%
1.4%
1.2%
1.0%
0.8%
0.6%
0.4%
0.2%
0.0%

Jan-07 Mar-07 May-07 Jul-07

Sep-07 Nov-07 Jan-08 Mar-08 May-08 Jul-08

Sep-08 Nov-08 Jan-09 Mar-09 May-09 Jul-09

Sep-09 Nov-09 Jan-10 Mar-10 May-10 Jul-10

Sep-10 Nov-10 Jan-11 Mar-11

Whip suspension guidelines were previously changed in April 2009.
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4. Statistical Analysis of Factors and Conclusions during the period January 2004 to April 2011
Period under Analysis

January 2004 to April 2011

Number of Performances during the period

691,461

Number of Whip Offences During the period

5,202

Percentage of Performances resulting in a Whip Offence

0.75%

4.1. Race Type
Steeplechase
0.97%

Hurdle

NHF Turf

Flat Turf

Flat AWT

0.69%

0.74%

0.72%

0.69%

Percentage of All Offences by Race Type
1.20%

% of offences

1.00%

0.80%

0.60%

0.40%

0.20%

0.00%

Steeplechase

Flat Turf

Flat AWT

Hurdle

NHF Turf

Race Type

4.2 Racecourse
Racecourses with highest percentage of whip offences (over two times standard deviations above mean).
Racecourse

Offences as a % of Performances

Kelso

1.91

Hexham

1.75

Carlisle

1.55

Cheltenham

1.49

Aintree

1.46

Hamilton

1.45
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Racecourses with lowest percentage of whip offences
Racecourse

Offences as a % of Performances

Fakenham

0.24

Bangor

0.36

Plumpton

0.36

Folkestone

0.37

Ludlow

0.38

Lingfield Park

0.39

4.3 Racecourse and race type
Racecourses with highest percentage of performances resulting in a whip offence (over two times standard deviations
above mean).
Steeplechase
Racecourse

Hurdle
%

Flat

Racecourse

%

Racecourse

%

Kelso

2.54

Carlisle

1.62

Hamilton

1.45

Haydock

2.28

Kelso

1.57

Carlisle

1.30

Hexham

2.20

Hexham

1.52

4.4 Race type and going
Going (by Race type) with percentage of performances resulting in a whip offence.

Slower than Good or Standard

Steeplechase

Good or Standard

Hurdle

Faster than Good or Standard

NHF

Going

%

Going

%

Heavy

1.37

Heavy

0.96

Soft

1.21

Firm

Good

0.90

Good To Soft

Going

Flat Turf

Flat AWT

%

Going

%

Going

%

Good to Soft

0.81

Heavy

1.11

Slow

1.80

0.92

Heavy

0.73

Soft

0.86

Standard to Slow

1.32

Soft

0.77

Good

0.71

Good to Firm

0.74

Standard to Fast

0.78

0.87

Good

0.67

Good to Firm

0.65

Firm

0.74

Standard

0.69

Good To Firm

0.84

Good to Soft

0.65

Soft

0.53

Good To Soft

0.73

Fast

0.00

Firm

0.26

Good to Firm

0.61

Firm

0.00

Good

0.69
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4.5 Race finishing position
Percentage of performances by finishing position resulting in a whip offence.

Position

%

Position

%

Position

%

Position

%

1

2.57

7

0.27

13

0.26

19

0.21

2

2.44

8

0.27

14

0.20

21

0.33

3

0.80

9

0.30

15

0.21

23

0.59

4

0.43

10

0.24

16

0.19

Non Finisher

0.07

5

0.32

11

0.26

17

0.14

6

0.27

12

0.22

18

0.21

Percentage of offences by Finishing Position
3.00%

% of offences

2.50%

2.00%

1.50%

1.00%

0.50%

0.00%
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

Race finishing position
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4.6 Race position & distance
Analysis of winning or beaten performances and those resulting in a whip offence.
Percentage of winning performances resulting in a whip offence

2.57%

Percentage of beaten performances resulting in a whip offence

0.56%

Winning
Distance

% resulting in
Whip Offence

Distance Beaten

% resulting in
Whip Offence

Nose

10.76

Nose

8.26

Short Head

7.03

Short Head

7.13

Head

6.86

Head

6.71

Neck

5.30

Neck

5.37

½ Length

3.54

½ Length

3.66

¾ Length

3.02

¾ Length

2.65

Length

2.15

Length

1.77

1 ¼ Length

2.22

1 ¼ Length

1.34

1 ½ Length

1.55

1 ½ Length

1.02

1 ¾ Length

1.36

1 ¾ Length

0.73

2 Lengths

1.27

2 Lengths

0.66

2 to 4 Lengths

1.09

2 to 4 Lengths

0.49

4+ Lengths

0.83

4+ Lengths

0.29

100+ Lengths

0.16

100+ Lengths

4.7. Race Type and Pattern Races
Analysis of Performances split by Pattern and Non Pattern Races and those resulting in a whip offence.
Race Grade / Group

Steeplechase %

Hurdle %

NHF %

Flat %

1

1.20

1.60

1.58

1.66

2

1.31

1.21

0.74

0.98

3

1.06

1.45

Listed or Below

0.96

0.67

1.02
0.66

0.72
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4.8 Race distance
Analysis of Performances split by Race Type and Distance and those resulting in a whip offence.

Steeplechase

Hurdle

NHF

Flat

Distance (miles)

%

Distance (miles)

%

Distance (miles)

%

Distance

%

4

2.45

3

0.91

1 to 1 ½

0.92

Extended

1.00

3¾

1.92

2¾

0.83

1 ½ to 2

0.65

Long distance

0.92

4½

1.57

3¼

0.87

Short

0.72

3½

1.50

2½

0.74

Mile

0.67

3¼

1.41

2

0.67

Intermediate

0.67

4¼

1.37

2¼

0.52

3

0.94

2¾

0.89

2

0.84

2½

0.79

2¼

0.70

4.9 Trainers
Analysis of the number of whip offences for the 30 winning most Jump Trainers.
These 30 trainers account for 31% of performances and 37% of whip offences.
17 are above the national average (0.79%) for whip offences.
The 17 trainers with the highest percentages account for 18% of performances and 30% of whip offences.

Analysis of the number of whip offences for the 30 winning most Flat Trainers.
These 30 trainers account for 26% of performances and 26% of whip offences.
11 are above the national average (0.73%) for whip offences.
The 11 trainers with the highest percentages account for 11% of performances and 16% of whip offences.
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4.10 Jockeys
Jockey Analysis of the number of whip offences for the 30 winning most Jump Jockeys.
These 30 jockeys account for 34% of performances and 29% of whip offences.
11 are above the national average (0.79%) for whip offences.
The 11 jockeys with the highest percentages account for 11% of performances and 16% of the whip offences.
Whip offences by licence type - Jan 2010 to June 27th 2011.
Jump
Type

Offences

Rides

%

Jump

212

32,728

0.65%

Conditional

150

12,152

1.23%

Amateur Jump

94

4,896

1.92%

= All Foreign

31

1,234

2.51%

All Jump

487

51,010

0.95%

Foreign (18)
Ire Amateur (13)

Analysis of the number of whip offences for the 30 winning most Flat Jockeys.
These 30 jockeys account for 37% of performances and 27% of whip offences.
4 are above the national average (0.73%) for whip offences.
Whip offences by licence type - Jan 2010 to June 27th 2011.
Flat
Type

Offences

Rides

%

Flat

519

67,818

0.77%

Apprentice

262

16,847

1.56%

Amateur

38

1,415

2.69%

= All Foreign

14

677

2.07%

All Flat

833

86,757

0.96%
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5. Summary
Race Type
Steeplechase racing has the highest rate of whip offences.
0.97% of Steeplechase performances result in a whip offence, a whip offence for every 103 performances.
3.16% of winners in Steeplechase races incur a whip offence, a whip offence for every 31 winning performances.

Racecourse
The following 6 Racecourses have a significantly high rate of whip offences. The table also includes factors which can be
considered.
Racecourse

Offences as a % of Performances

Racecourse Factors

Kelso

1.91

Long run-in to finish

Hexham

1.75

Undulating stiff track

Carlisle

1.55

Severe uphill home stretch

Cheltenham

1.49

Highest quality NH racing programme

Aintree

1.46

Long run-in to finish on National course

Hamilton

1.45

Severe hill to finish

Racecourse and race type
All but one of the courses with significantly high whip offence rates are located in the North.

Going
For all race types on turf, Whip offences are 20% more likely to occur on ground slower than Good compared to ground
that is Good.
This was similarly mirrored on the All Weather where the probability of a whip offence doubled on slower than Standard
going compared to Standard.

Position
64% of whip offences involved a horse finishing in 1st or 2nd position.
The probability of a whip offence is over 3 times higher for a 2nd place horse compared to a 3rd place horse.
The probability of a whip offence is over 4.6 times higher for a winning horse compared to a beaten horse.

Winning Distance and Distance Beaten
There is an almost perfect rank correlation between the beaten distance of a horse to the winner and the probability of a
whip offence by the beaten horse.
There is an almost perfect rank correlation between the distance of a winning horse to the second and the probability of a
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whip offence for the winning horse.
60% of whip offences occur on winning horses or horses within 1 length of the winner.
73% of whip offences occur on winning horses or horses within 4 lengths of the winner.

Quality of Race
The probability of a whip offence is 1.65 times higher for a Group or Graded race performance compared to Listed and
Non Group or Graded races.
1.56% of runners in Group or Grade 1 Races incur a whip offence, this compares to 0.75% in all other races (2.08 times higher).

Race Distance
In Steeplechase races the percentage of whip offences for races of 3 1/4 miles or longer is 2 times higher than those over
shorter distances.
In Steeplechase races the percentage of whip offences for winners of races of 3 1/4 miles or longer is 5.16% - a whip
offence for every 19 winning performances. This rises to 10% in Group and Graded races.
In Flat racing, performances over an extended (E) or long distance (L) had a higher probability of a whip offence.

Trainer
17 jump Trainers account for 30% of whip offences in Jump racing.
12 Flat Trainers account for 18% of whip offences in Flat racing.

Jockey
11 of the 30 winning most Jump Jockeys are above the national average for whip offences in Jump races.
Only 4 of the 30 winning most Flat Jockeys are above the national average for whip offences in Flat races.
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Annex C
Whip Penalties Summary
Extract from “The Guide”
WHIP - PENALTIES
1. Separate whip offences from interference offences.
2. Excessive Frequency.
This guide is for when a jockey has used his whip more times than the permitted number.
(Figures in brackets refer to whip use that constitutes a breach under the current Rules, and the associated penalty).
Schedule (B)6 Part 2 – USE OF THE WHIP (Example 4)
Number of hits which
amount to a BREACH

Minimum penalty
DAYS

Last furlong

6 (9)

5 (caution)

Whole race

8 (16)

5 (caution)

After last obstacle

6 (10)

5 (caution)

Whole race

9 (16)

5 (caution)

Excessive frequency
Flat

Jump

The level of penalty should be increased by 2 (1) days for each hit over the number wich amounts to a breach.

Improper Riding – Penalty Guidelines
These are Guidelines and do not provide an exhaustive list of offences, or circumstances, whereby a jockey’s use of the
whip may be considered improper.
Schedule (B)6 Part 2 – USE OF THE WHIP (Examples 1 to 3)
Number of hits which
amount to a BREACH

Minimum penalty
DAYS

Report made by Veterinary Officer
Minor weal

5 (5)

Moderate weal

8 (7)
refer (refer)

Injury
Arm above shoulder height

2 (2)

2 (caution)

Without regard to stride (rat – tat – tat)

3 (3)

2 (caution)

1 (1-2)

2 (caution)

Without time to respond (allow 3 strides per stroke)

3 (3)

3 (caution)

Showing no response

3 (3)

5 (caution)

Excessive force (depending on severity)
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Number of hits which
amount to a BREACH

Minimum penalty
DAYS

Out of contention

3 (2)

5 (caution)

Clearly winning (or other placing)

2 (2)

2 (caution)

Past the post

2 (2)

2 (caution)

1 (1-2)

2 (1)

2 (2)

2 (caution)

Incorrect place
Down shoulder in forehand

The level of penalty should be increased by 2 (1) days for each hit over the number which amounts to a
breach. If the rider is in breach of more than one offence add both penalties together. E.g. 7 hits (7 days
suspension for frequency) of which 2 hits were excessive force (4 days suspension) totals 11 days suspension.

RULE (B)54.2 Examples of Improper Riding which are not breaches of
Schedule (B)6 Part 2. (This list is not exhaustive)
Minimum penalty
DAYS
Striking own horse in annoyance with whip

5 (4)

Throwing whip at horse in annoyance

5 (2)

Punching/jabbing horse in annoyance

5 (2)

Kicking horse in annoyance

5 (4)

Intentionally striking or attempting to strike other
horses or jockeys (see pages 23 and 25).

See Improper Riding guidelines
(page 23)

Amendments to the penalties on page 23:

Rider intentionally strikes another horse or rider causing minimal
Interference/impact							

5 (3-5) days

Rider intentionally attempts to strike another horse or rider		

3 (3-5) days

3.	If a jockey is found to have contravened Schedule (B)6 Part 2 which results in a suspension of 3 days or more before
previous offences are taken into account, the riding fee and the jockey’s percentage of the prize money shall be forfeited
to the Authority.
It follows with apprentices and 7lb claiming conditionals their employer will not receive 50% of both the prize money
and the riding fee to which they are normally entitled. With amateurs no fee is payable by the owner except in the
circumstances provided for in Schedule (D)6.

4.	Refer any rider who commits an offence which warrants a suspension of more than 20 (12) days before it is increased
because it is not a first offence.
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5. Refer any rider who commits an offence which warrants a suspension of more than 42 (12) days.

6.	Offences (Schedule (B)6 Part 2) which incur a suspension of 5 days or more before previous offences are taken into
account.
Second whip offence within previous 12 months –
Having decided on the level of penalty for the offence, it should be doubled if it is a second offence.
Third whip offence within previous 12 months –
H
 aving decided on the level of penalty for the offence it should be trebled. If this would result in a suspension of more
than 42 days, the rider must be referred.
Fourth whip offence within previous 12 months – refer.

7. Offences (Schedule (B)6 Part 2) which incur a suspension of 2 – 4 days

Second offence within previous 12 months – double penalty
Third offence within the previous 12 months – treble penalty
Fourth offence within the previous 12 months – quadruple penalty
Fifth offence within the previous 12 months - refer

8. Totting up suspensions will not apply to whip offences.

9. Group 1 and Grade 1 exemptions for races in this country and abroad will not apply to any whip offences.

10. Whip instructions by Trainer ((C)45) or Owner ((E)89)
Entry Point
(for first offence)

Range
(where applicable)

When jockey IN breach
a) Inadequate instructions
b) Unacceptable instructions
c) Failure to give any instructions to apprentice/conditional

£650 (£140)
£2,500 (£650)

£2,000-£10,000

£650 (£140)

When jockey NOT IN breach
a) Failure to give any instructions to apprentice/conditional

£290

(Draw trainer’s
attention to requirement)

For subsequent offences increased penalties apply.
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11. Disciplinary Panel penalties

Referred –
Fourth suspension of 5 days or more within previous 12 months:3 months – 1 year suspension with an entry point of 6 months;
Rider will forfeit his percentage of the prize money and riding fee;
Attendance at a Racing School.

Referred –
Fifth suspension of 2 – 4 days within previous 12 months:1 month – 3 months suspension with an entry point of 45 days;
Attendance at a Riding School.

12. Rule (E) 89A

It will be an offence for an owner to compensate, or instruct another person to compensate, a rider for any penalty he
incurs whilst riding in a race.

The following penalties shall apply for a breach of this Rule:-

Entry Point			

Range

			
£12,500 or			

£5,000 – £30,000 or

Disqualify 6 months

1 month – 3 years
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Annex D
Amendments to the Rules
Rule (A)61. Additional penalties: Rider’s
suspension extended to all racecourses
61.4

 he Authority may, if it considers it appropriate to do
T
so, substitute a different period in which the general
suspension under this Rule will apply in a case where:

61.4.1 the Rider’s suspension is for a period of 4 days or less,
61.4.2 the Rider’s suspension was not imposed for a
contravention of Schedule (B)6 Part 2 (improper
riding).
61.4.3 the Rider makes an application to the Authority
in accordance with Paragraph 61.5, which is
accompanied by evidence that he is engaged to
ride outside Great Britain, and
61.4.4 the Authority is satisfied that, without a substitution
of the period under this Paragraph, the Rider’s
general suspension would otherwise fall on a day
when the Rider is engaged to ride outside Great
Britain in a race which
61.4.4.1 takes place at a meeting with a Group 1
Pattern Race,
61.4.4.2 is regarded as Group 1, as indicated in
Part 1 of the International Cataloguing
Standards Book, or
61.4.4.3 the Authority considers to be the equivalent
of a Grade 1 Pattern Race.

Schedule (B)1 - Effective days for riding
suspensions

of this Schedule that the provisions of this Paragraph
should not apply to him.
8.3 The subsequent cancellation, abandonment or the
transfer of a Group 1 or Grade 1 race to another day
will not result in any suspension being transferred
back to the day when such a race was originally
programmed to take place.

8.4  If a Group 1 or Grade 1 race is transferred to a day
when no Group 1 or Grade 1 race is programmed to
take place
8.4.1 the suspension will not take effect on that day
unless Paragraph 8.5 applies, and
8.4.2 any suspension which has to be moved will
commence in accordance with the preceding
Paragraphs of this Schedule.

8.5 Where the decision to transfer a race is taken after
the time determined under Rule (F)92 for making
declarations of Riders for that day
8.5.1 the suspension date will stand, and
8.5.2 the Rider will not be permitted to ride.

11.1 This Paragraph applies where a riding suspension
imposed on an Amateur Rider in Steeplechases,
Hurdle races or National Hunt Flat races is of four
days or less and it was not imposed for a contravention
of Schedule (B)6 Part 2 (improper riding).

8.1 T
 his Paragraph applies where a riding suspension
imposed on a Professional Rider is of four days or
less and it was not imposed for a contravention of
Schedule (B)6 Part 2 (improper riding).

11.2 The period of suspension will not be effective on any
days when Grade 1 Pattern Races are programmed
to take place in Great Britain unless the Amateur
Rider makes a request under Paragraph 12 that the
provisions of this Paragraph should not apply to him.

8.2 T
 he period of suspension will not be effective on any
days when pattern races divided into Group 1 or Grade
1 are programmed to take place in Great Britain, as
applicable to the type of licence held by the Professional
Rider, unless he makes a request under Paragraph 12

11.3 The subsequent cancellation, abandonment or the
transfer of a Grade 1 race to another day will not
result in any suspension being transferred back to the
day when such a race was originally programmed to
take place.
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11.4 P
 aragraphs 8.4 and 8.5 shall, in relation to Grade 1
races, apply to Amateur Riders as those provisions
apply to Professional Riders.

7.3

The Veterinary Officer will report to the Stewards
every horse which is wealed or injured.

8.

A Trainer must attend any enquiry into a wealed or
injured horse trained by him and, in the event of a
finding that the Rider has used the whip improperly,
may be liable to Disciplinary Action pursuant to
Rule (C)45 (which requires trainers to give pre-race
instructions to riders).

Schedule (B)6 Part 2
Improper use of whip
5.

T
 he Stewards should hold an enquiry into any
case where a Rider has used his whip contrary to
Paragraph 6.

Improper riding
6.1

T
 he following are examples of uses of the whip which
may be regarded as improper riding for the purposes
of Rule 54.3.

Example 1 Hitting horses

9.  A Stewards’ enquiry will be held in respect of any
report under Paragraph 7.3 and, if the Stewards find
the Rider has used his whip improperly, he will be
suspended.

Schedule (D)6 - Fees

6.1.1 to the extent of causing a weal or an injury;

Fees becoming due

6.1.2 with the whip arm above shoulder height;

5.1

6.1.3 r apidly without regard to their stride (that is,
twice or more in one stride);

Subject to Paragraph 5.2, a fee under Paragraph 1 or
3 becomes payable
5.1.1 in a case where the Stewards have given
permission for a horse to proceed to the start
before the signal to mount is given, once the
Rider has mounted, and

6.1.4 with excessive force;
6.1.5 without giving the horse time to respond.
Example 2 Hitting horses which are

5.1.2 otherwise, once the signal to mount is given.

6.1.6 showing no response;
6.1.7 out of contention;
6.1.8 clearly winning;

A fee payable to a Rider must be forfeited to the
Authority where a Rider is found to have contravened,

6.1.9 past the winning post.

5.2.1 Rule (B)53 (dangerous riding), or

Example 3 Hitting horses in any place except
6.1.10 o
 n the quarters with the whip in either the
backhand or forehand position;
6.1.11 d
 own the shoulder with the whip in the
backhand position; unless exceptional
circumstances prevail.

5.2

5.2.2 Schedule (B)6 Part 2 (improper riding), where
that rider is suspended for 3 days or more
before previous offences are taken into
account.

Rule (E)89A

Example 4 Hitting horses with excessive frequency.

(E)89A Restriction on owners compensating riders.

6.2  U
 se of the whip may be judged to be improper in
other circumstances.

89A.1 An Owner must not

7.1  H
 orses will be subject to an inspection by a
Veterinary Officer after the race.

89A.1.1 give to the Rider of his horse any material
reward, gift, favour or benefit in kind in
recognition of the consequence to that
Rider of any Disciplinary Action taken
against him, or

7.2  A
 Trainer must remove or adjust rugs or sheets for
the purposes of any inspection.

89A.1.2 instruct another person to do so on his
behalf.

Procedure
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Rule (F)118
118.

Distribution of prize money

118.1 Subject to Rules 119 to 122, the Prize Money shall
be paid over by the Stakeholder in accordance
with the provisions of Schedule 9.

118.2

Where a horse is trained
118.2.1 outside Great Britain, France or Ireland, or
118.2.2 privately (see Rule 152.3),

 a
 ny payment which Schedule 9 provides should be
made to the Trainer or the stable shall instead be
made to the Owner.

118.3 If a horse is trained in France, any payment which
Schedule 9 provides should be made to the stable
shall instead be made to the Owner.

118.4

W
 here an Owner is registered for VAT under Rule
(A)100 (VAT registration scheme), VAT shall be
added to the amount of Prize Money due to the
Owner, but excluding stakes, forfeits, fees due at
confirmation of entry and supplementary entry fees.

118.5

W
 here a Rider is found to have contravened
Schedule (B)6 Part 2 (improper riding) and is
suspended for 3 days or more before previous
offences are taken into account, any payment
which Schedule 9 provides should be made to the
Rider shall instead be forfeited to the Authority.
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Annex E
SMG/YouGov Public Opinion Research

British Horseracing Authority:
Research into the use of the whip
August 2011

1. Background
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1

Background
•

The British Horseracing Authority (BHA) is the governing and regulatory body
for horseracing in Great Britain. It is the BHA’s role to ensure the continued
health and successful development of the sport, which attracts millions of
spectators each year

•

One of the Authority’s most important responsibilities is to ensure that the
highest possible standards of equine welfare are maintained within the sport –
and that racing is as safe as possible for both horse and rider

•

The BHA is currently conducting a wide-ranging review into a number of issues
including use of the whip by jockeys and safety with in the sport

•

Historically the penalties for using the whip have
changed quite regularly and as a result of this
research along with on-going research being
conducted by the BHA, the BHA need to decide
on any potential changes to future jockey
penalties by 1st October 2011

3

1

Objectives
Specifically the objectives of the BHA are as follows:
•

Clearly gauge the full spectrum of views on whether whipping is perceived to
be cruel, in particular quantifying the extent to which people’s views differ
depending on the situation

•

Fully understand these views by measuring the level of understanding of the
purpose of the whip and the acceptability of the whip in different circumstances

•

Understand the public’s views on
the current penalties for whipping
and what the impact of potential
changes could be on interest
levels, event attendance and
betting levels

•

Attain a more broad understanding
of views on the use of animals in
sport, safety in horse racing and
awareness of Animal Aid

4
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1

Methodology
•

The survey was conducted using an online interview administered to members
of the YouGov GB panel of 300,000+ individuals who have agreed to take part
in surveys

•

An email was sent to panellists selected at random from the base sample,
inviting them to take part in the survey and providing a link to the survey

•

The sample consisted of 2,071 respondents and all results were weighted to
accurately reflect the total population of Great Britain

•

Fieldwork took place in July 2011

5

2. Overall Summary
(i) Opinions on the whip
(ii) Understanding of the whip
(iii) Potential changes to current penaltiess
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Summary (i) – Opinions on the whip
•

When initially asked their views on the use of the whip in horseracing, 57% of
respondents said they strongly or somewhat agreed it should be banned
completely, with females significantly more likely than males to say this (68%
vs 45%)

•

An explanation of the pain free nature of the whip caused a fairly substantial
number to change their minds as overall only 33% strongly or somewhat
disagreed with the use of the whip after further detail was given to them

•

Nevertheless, even after the explanation, one in five of those respondents with
no interest in horseracing (who made up 45% of respondents) still strongly
disagreed with its use even for safety purposes

•

While 73% of people interested in
horseracing did not find it unacceptable
to use the whip at the end of a race to a
limited extent, both those with and
without an interest in horseracing were
more likely than not to believe unlimited
use of the whip at the end of a race to be
unacceptable

7

2

Summary (ii) – Understanding of the whip
•

There was found to be a general lack of understanding amongst respondents
as to both when during a race the whip is allowed to be used, and as to the full
range of safety reasons for which the whip is present

•

Specifically, when compared to the two thirds of people overall who agreed
with or were neutral towards the use of the whip after the pain free nature was
explained, the one third of people who disagreed with the use of the whip:
 Were significantly more likely to think the whip is not allowed to be used
at all during a race ; this was true of 35% of people of people who
disagreed with the use of the whip and was also high for those aged 55+
(30%), females (29%), vegetarians, vegans and non-meat eaters (32%),
and those who regularly buy free range products (26%)
 Were significantly less likely to believe
it is used to both aid concentration /
focus, to stop horses veering violently
left or right, and to steer horses
around obstacles ; females were also
significantly less likely than males to
believe these reasons

8
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Summary (iii) – Potential changes to current penalties
•

47% of horseracing followers and 64% of non-followers thought current
penalties are much or a little too lenient ; groups even more likely to believe
penalties are too lenient are females (73%), vegetarians, vegans and nonmeat eaters (77%), and those regularly buying free range products (72%)

•

With 56% backing it, the withholding of the offending jockey’s riding fee and
any prize money % would be the most popular penalty overall ; this would also
make 41% of those who disagree with the use of the whip more likely to be
more accepting of it

•

In addition, those disagreeing with the use of the whip also believed there
should be longer bans generally (62% said this) while those who agreed with
or were neutral towards the whip would like to see longer bans for repeat
offenders than first time offenders (63%)

•

If revised rules were endorsed by
welfare organisations, 42% of those
who disagreed with the use of the whip
would be more likely to be accepting of
the whip

9

3. Background Findings
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Around a quarter of people in the UK found the use of animals in sport very or
somewhat unacceptable ; those who are either vegetarians, vegans or non-meat
eaters were particularly likely to feel this way while females were more likely than
males to think this

Vegetarian, vegan or non-meat eater
Gender

11

3

12

Q4 How acceptable do you find the use of animals in sport, e.g. showjumping, dog racing? N= (2071)
Male N= 995 ; Female= 1077
Vegetarian, Vegan or Non-Meat Eater N= 171 ; None of these N= 1884

Awareness of Animal Aid was fairly low although females were significantly more
likely than males to have heard of the animal rights organisation

Q21 Which if any of the following animal rights campaigning organisations have you heard of?
N= (2071)
Male N= 995 ; Female= 1077
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Overall 55% of people in the UK have some level of interest in horseracing with
the remaining 45% not at all interested

Q5 How interested, if at all, are you in horseracing? N= (2071)
Note: in all future analysis (with the exception of slide 28), only the two groups “Some level of interest in
horseracing” (N=1130) and “No interest at all in horseracing” (N=941) will be used. This grouping will be used
in order to analyse groups of comparable sizes
13

3

Of all demographics analysed, Age Group reveals by far the biggest difference in
level of interest, with those in the 55+ age group being significantly less likely than
those in all other age groups to be interested in horseracing

Age
18 to 24 N= 249 ; 25 to 34 N= 371 ; 25 to 44 N= 351 ; 45 to 54 N= 375 ; 55+ N= 725
14
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Overall only 14% of the population strongly or somewhat agreed that all
horseracing should be banned outright

Q7 To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements: All horseracing should be banned
outright (N= 2071)
15

3

16

Overall 58% of people strongly or somewhat agreed that recreational riders
should be banned from carrying a whip

Q7 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements: Recreational riders should be banned from
carrying a whip
Some level of interest in horse racing N= 1130 ; No interest at all in horse racing N= 941
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When initially asked their views on the whip in horseracing, 57% said they
strongly or somewhat agreed it should be banned completely – however, after an
explanation of the pain free nature of the whip, only 33% strongly or somewhat
disagreed with the use of the whip
Before explanation (Q7)

After explanation (Q13)

Q7 To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements: The use of the whip in horseracing should be banned completely
Q13 As stated previously, the whip used in racing in Britain is a cushioned whip and has been specifically designed not to cause pain. Thinking about this, to what
extent do you agree or disagree with the use of the whip during a race?
Both N=2071
Note: in future analysis, the following two groups derived from Q13 will be regularly displayed: “Agree or neutral with the use of the whip” (N=905) and
“Completely or somewhat disagree with the use of the whip” (N=521)
17

4. Understanding of the whip
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There is a general lack of understanding amongst those both interested and not
interested in horseracing as to when during a race the whip is allowed to be used

Q9 When, in the course of a horse race, do you think that the whip is allowed to be used by jockeys?
Some level of interest in horse racing N= 1130 ; No interest at all in horse racing N= 941
19

4

More significantly, of those that completely disagreed with the use of the whip
(after the pain free nature was explained), 35% believe it is not allowed to be
used at any point during a race, indicating their views may be based on a high
level of misunderstanding

Q9 When, in the course of a horse race, do you think that the whip is allowed to be used by jockeys? Please tick one response only.
Agree or neutral with the use of the whip N= 905 ; Completely or somewhat disagree with the use of the whip N= 521
20
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Other groups more likely to mistakenly believe the whip is not allowed to be used
at all are females ; those aged over 55 ; vegetarians, vegans and non-meat
eaters ; and those regularly buying free range products
Gender

Vegetarian, vegan or non-meat eater

Age

Free range products

Q9 When, in the course of a horse race, do you think that the whip is allowed to be used by jockeys?
Male N= 735; Female N= 778
18 to 24 N= 177; 25 to 34 N= 274; 35 to 44 N= 247; 45 to 54 N= 280; 55+ N= 534
Vegatarian, Vegan or Non-Meat Eater N= 129 ; None of these N= 1381
Yes, I do N= 631 ; No, I don't buy free-range products once a week N= 664
21

4

In terms of the purposes of the whip, those not interested in horseracing were
significantly less likely to be aware that the whip is used for aiding concentration /
focus ; to stop horses veering violently left or right ; and to steer horses around
obstacles in their path

Q11 For which, if any, of the following are reasons why you believe the whip is used (Please tick all that apply)
Some level of interest in horse racing N= 1130; No interest at all in horse racing N= 941
22
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Similarly, when compared to those who agree with or are neutral towards the
whip, those that disagreed with the whip were significantly less likely to believe it
is used for concentration / focus, to stop horses veering and to steer them around
obstacles – indicating further misunderstanding amongst this group

Q11 For which, if any, of the following are reasons why you believe the whip is used?
Agree or neutral with the use of the whip N= 1114 ; Completely or somewhat disagree with the use of the whip N= 655
23

4

The same three safety uses also had strongly differing levels of awareness
between males and females

Q11 For which, if any, of the following are reasons why you believe the whip is used?
Male N= 925; Female N= 1012
24
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Those living in inner city areas were generally less aware of most of the main
safety reasons for the whip ; the most significant differences between Inner City
and other regions being for the 4 reasons below
To aid concentration / focus

To stop horses slowing down

To stop horses faltering

25

To stop horses veering violently left or right

Q11 For which, if any, of the following are reasons why you believe the whip is used?
Inner city N= 176 ; Urban area, but not inner city N= 475 ; Suburban area N= 472 ; Village or small town N= 651 ; Rural
area N= 147

5. Detailed views on the whip
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As seen previously, when initially asked their views on the whip, a large
percentage of people strongly agreed that the whip should be banned completely
– this was particularly true of those with no interest in horseracing

Q7 To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements: The use of the whip in horseracing
should be banned completely
Some level of interest in horse racing N= 1130 ; No interest at all in horse racing N= 941
27

5

Females were significantly more likely than males to strongly agree that the whip
should be banned completely, with males more likely to either strongly or
somewhat disagree with banning the whip or to be indifferent in their views

Q7 (4) To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements… The use of the whip in horse
racing should be banned completely
Male N= 995; Female N= 1077
28
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However, after the pain free nature of the whip was explained to
respondents, while three in ten people with no interest in horseracing still
strongly disagreed that the whip should be used during a race, only one in ten of
those with some level of interest in horseracing strongly disagreed with its use

Q13 As stated previously, the whip used in racing in Britain is a cushioned whip and has been specifically designed not
to cause pain. Thinking about this, to what extent do you agree or disagree with the use of the whip during a race?
Some level of interest in horse racing N= 1130 ; No interest at all in horse racing N= 941
29

5

Although in both cases females are significantly more likely than males to strongly
disagree with the use of the whip, they were more likely than males to soften their
views after the explanation: 46% of females strongly agreed with banning the
whip completely before the explanation while afterwards, only 23% strongly
disagreed with its use
Before explanation (Q7)

After explanation (Q13)

Q7 To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements: The use of the whip in horseracing
should be banned completely
Q13 As stated previously, the whip used in racing in Britain is a cushioned whip and has been specifically designed not
to cause pain. Thinking about this, to what extent do you agree or disagree with the use of the whip during a race?
Both N=1077 (Females)
30
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Similarly, of all age groups, the 25 to 34 age group were most likely to change
their views – initially one in four people strongly agreed that the whip should be
banned completely, however after learning about the pain free nature of the whip,
less than one in ten strongly disagree with its use
Before explanation (Q7)

After explanation (Q13)

Q7 To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements: The use of the whip in horseracing
should be banned completely
Q13 As stated previously, the whip used in racing in Britain is a cushioned whip and has been specifically designed not
to cause pain. Thinking about this, to what extent do you agree or disagree with the use of the whip during a race?
Both N=371 (aged 25-34)
31

5

After the explanation, respondents were also asked if the whip should be used for
safety purposes: one in five of those with no interest in horseracing strongly
disagreed with its use even for safety purposes

Q12 The whip used in racing in Britain is a cushioned whip and has been specifically designed not to cause pain. To what extent do
you agree or disagree that the whip should be used on the hind quarters and for safety purposes (e.g. to stop horses violently
veering left or right etc.)?
Some level of interest in horse racing N= 1130 ; No interest at all in horse racing N= 941
32
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There is also a significant number of females (31%) who still disagreed with the
use of the whip, even for safety reasons

Q12 The whip used in racing in Britain is a cushioned whip and has been specifically designed not to cause pain. To what extent do you agree or
disagree that the whip should be used on the hind quarters and for safety purposes (e.g. to stop horses violently veering left or right etc.)?
Male N= 816; Female N= 890
33

5

34

Finally, while 73% of people interested in horseracing did not find it unacceptable
to use the whip at the end of a race to a limited extent, both those with and
without an interest in horseracing were more likely than not to believe unlimited
use of the whip at the end of a race to be unacceptable

Q14 To what extent do you think the use of the whip is acceptable or unacceptable in each of the following situations?
Bars indicate an answer of neutral or acceptable ;Some level of interest in horse racing N= 1130 ; No interest at all in
horse racing N= 941
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35

Similarly, 85% of those who agreed with or are neutral towards the whip find the
use of the whip to a limited extent at the end of a race acceptable ; those who
disagreed with the use of the whip were most likely to accept it being used to
prevent or correct a horse from veering left or right

Q14 To what extent do you think the use of the whip is acceptable or unacceptable in each of the following situations?
Bars indicate an answer of neutral or acceptable ; Agree or neutral with the use of the whip N= 1145 ; Completely or
somewhat disagree with the use of the whip N= 679

6. Potential changes to current penaltiess
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Horseracing followers were significantly more likely than non-followers to think
current levels of penalties are about right ; however, nearly one in two (47%) of
horseracing followers still think current penalties are much or a little too lenient

Q15 Do you think the above punishments are too lenient, too severe, or about right?
Some level of interest in horse racing N= 1130 ; No interest at all in horse racing N= 941
37

6

Females ; vegetarians, vegans and non-meat eaters ; and those regularly buying
free range products were all very likely to think current penalties are too lenient
Free range products

Gender

Vegetarian, vegan or non-meat eater

Q15 Do you think the above punishments are too lenient, too severe, or about right? Bars indicate those saying the punishments are
either much too lenient or a little too lenient
Male N= 825 ; Female N= 921
Yes, I do N= 744 ; No, I don't buy free-range products once a week or more often but I do sometimes N= 762
Vegatarian, Vegan or Non-Meat Eater N= 158; None of these N= 1584
38
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Those both for and against the whip believe a more suitable penalty should be the
jockey to forfeit the riding fee and any prize money % for that race ; those
disagreeing with the use of the whip also believe there should be longer bans
generally while those in favour of the whip would like to see longer bans for repeat
offenders than first time offenders

Q16 You indicated that you think the current punishments are too lenient.. Which, if any, of the following types of more severe
punishment do you think would be more suitable?
Agree or neutral with the use of the whip N= 502; Completely or somewhat disagree with the use of the whip N=565
39
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Findings were very similar when comparing those interested in horseracing with
those not ; those interested were more likely to favour longer bans for repeat
offenders while those with no interest favoured longer bans generally

Q16 You indicated that you think the current punishments are too lenient.. Which, if any, of the following types of more severe
punishment do you think would be more suitable?
Some level of interest in horse racing N= 1130 ; No interest at all in horse racing N= 941
40
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The two things most likely to make those who disagree with the whip more likely
to be accepting of the whip are if revised rules were endorsed by welfare
organisations and if prize money was withheld from jockeys in breach of the whip
rules

Q17 You mentioned earlier that you disagree with the use of the whip during a race... How much more or less likely would you be to accept the
use of the whip in racing…
Graph bars show those who answered ‘Much more likely’ or ‘Somewhat more likely’
Some level of interest in horse racing N= 267 ; No interest at all in horse racing N= 412
41
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The withholding of prize money and rules to be endorsed by welfare organisations
are also key to making people more likely to attend horseracing events

Q18 You mentioned earlier that you haven't attended a horserace in the past 12 months... How much more or less likely would you be to attend a
horse racing event…
Graph bars show those who answered ‘Much more likely’ or ‘Somewhat more likely’
Some level of interest in horse racing N= 967 ; No interest at all in horse racing N= 930
42
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5 out of the 6 potential changes below would make those that have placed a bet on
horseracing during the last 12 months more likely overall than not to do so again ; in
particular withholding prizemoney for winning connections whose jockey has breached
the whip rules would make 13% of bettors much or somewhat more likely to bet again
with only 5% much or somewhat less likely to bet again (net difference +8%)

1
2
3

4
5
6

Q19 How much more or less likely would you be to bet on horse racing...
Those who have placed a bet on an horse racing event in the last 12 months N= 563
(summary: ranked in order of which is likely to have best effect on bettors)
43

7. Summary
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Summary
•

A large proportion of the population – particularly those with no interest in
horseracing, and females – instinctively disagree with the use of the whip and
think current penalties are too lenient

•

However, a fair number of those in disagreement have flawed understanding
of both when during a race the whip is allowed to be used, and as to the full
range of safety reasons for which the whip is present

•

Whilst some in disagreement are very unlikely to change their views no matter
what, a substantial number would be open to changing their views – most
likely to encourage this are the following:

 Withholding of the offending
jockey’s riding fee and any
prize money %
 Longer bans for offenders
 If revised rules were endorsed
by welfare organisations
45
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